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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

The main objective of a chemical plant is to convert certain raw materials into
desired final products in the most economical way. But during its operation, a plant must
also satisfy several requirements in the presence of constantly changing external
influences. Some ofthe important requirements include maintaining product specifications,
meeting safety criteria, obeying environmental regulations, operating within design
constraints, and economic utilization of raw materials and energy (Stephanopoulos, 1984).
These requirements suggest the need for continuous monitoring and control of a chemical
process. This is achieved by the control system that includes equipment like measuring
devices, control valves, controllers, computers, and humans (design and control engineers,
plant operators).
Traditionally, chemical processes have been controlled using linear systems
analysis and design tools. This approach was employed despite the fact that most chemical
processes are modeled by non-linear equations. The main reason for the extensive use of
linear dynamic systems theory is that closed-form analytical solutions exist for linear
systems which can be used to easily prove universal stability and controller performance.
Also, non-linear systems are adequately approximated by linear systems near some
operating conditions.
The advent of digital computers has revolutionized the practice of chemical
process control and the area has seen rapid growth since the late 1950's.

The

computational power introduced, together with the low cost of computations has given
rise to the development of distributed control systems that employ advanced control
strategies to achieve plant-wide optimization and control. The recent advances in
computer software and hardware have prompted several researchers to investigate the use
of non-linear process representations within model based control strategies. The Generic
Model Control (GMC) strategy of Lee and Sullivan (1988) demonstrates the utility of this
approach in an application to a forced circulation single stage evaporator which is a nonlinear interacting process. Another method that bears strong similarities to the GMC
approach is the Internal Model Control (IMC) technique (Garcia and Morari, 1982;
Economou and Morari, 1986).
Most chemical processes undergo changes with time. This could be due to various
factors like fouling of heat transfer surfaces, plugging of filters giving rise to increased
fiiction factors, decay of catalyst activity in a reactor, etc. In order to control such nonstationary processes, control systems that can adjust their parameters automatically in such
a way as to compensate for variation in the process characteristics are needed. Methods
that use on-line model parameterization to update the modelsfi^omprocess data to achieve
adaptive control have also been developed (Riggs and Rhinehart, 1990). In addition to
achieving adaptive control, the adjustable model parameters, which represent a true
process phenomena, can be usefiil in process diagnostics. The non-linear process model
based controllers that use phenomenological knowledge of the process provide inherent
non-linear feed forward and decoupling characteristics that yield better control than
conventional

strategies. In order to counter the effects of process interactions and

external disturbances, the conventional classical control strategies need additional features
such as feed forward control and decoupling. Also, the tuning constants for the non-linear
process model based controllers are valid globally since they incorporate the inherent nonlinearity ofthe process. In the case of conventional control methods, the tuning constants
are valid only for the operating region where the controller is tuned. The features such as
Gain Scheduling have to be added to achieve global tuning of conventional controllers.
Although non-linear process models based on phenomenological principles provide
good control performance, realistic process models are often, time consuming to design
and are computationally very intensive. Sometimes the process models may even be
impossible to specify, especially when the basic mechanisms of the process are not
completely understood. Hence, a modeling approach that combines the generic nature of
the linear approach with the ability to learn and represent observed non-linear behavior is
desired. Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and Fuzzy Logic are excellent means by which
this objective can be achieved.
Theoretical models of a process often incorporate certain simplifying assumptions.
It is, therefore, important that the controllers perform as desired on an actual experimental
system to be of practical utility. This work attempts to develop eflScient controllers based
on advanced control strategies to control fluid flow and temperature in the experimental
system. Specifically, the advanced control strategies being investigated are Neural
Network control and Fuzzy Logic control. The performance of these controllers can then
be compared to conventional control strategies and other advanced control methods like

the Non-linear Process Model Based Control to get an overall perspective for the
controller type selection for flow and temperature control.

1.1 Flow Control
The fluid flow process is non-linear in nature due to the interaction of the flow
control valve and thefluidflowsystem. The flow control valve consists ofthe valve body
and the valve plug or trim at the end of the valve stem. The combined geometry of the
body and plug determines the flow properties of the valve. An actuating signal raises or
lowers the valve stem which in turn results in the opening or closing ofthe orifice by the
valve trim. Figure 1.1 shows the schematic of a typical control valve and pneumatic
actuator.
The valve flow characteristics depend upon the shape ofthe trim and seat. There
are three basic types of valve characteristics as observed with constant pressure drop
across the valve. This classification is based on the sensitivity ofthe rate of change of flow
through the valve to the valve stem position. The three basic types of characteristics, viz.,
the linear trim (constant sensitivity), the equal percentage trim (increasing sensitivity), and
the square root trim (decreasing sensitivity), are illustrated in Figure 1.2. Such valve
characteristics, developed when the valve is isolated with a constant pressure drop across
the valve, are called Inherent Valve Characteristics. When control valves are combined
with otherfluidhandling equipment, the compositeflowrate characteristics differ from the
inherent valve characteristics.
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Figure 1.1. A Flow Control Valve with Pneumatic Actuator
(From Terry 'J Chemical Engineers' Handbook [1984])
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The flow rate through a control valve is given by Equation 1.1,

Q= Cv*fl[x)* f ^ ,

(1.1)

where Cv = valve capacity coefficient,
APv = pressure drop across the valve,
x

= stem position,

f(x) = valve characteristic, and
p = density ofthe fluid.
When the valve is installed with orifices, thermowells, manual valves and other
equipment, the total system pressure drop is nearly constant. Since fiiction losses change
with flow rate, the pressure drop across the valve changes with flow rate (Q) or with the
stem position (x). This results in a flow versus stem position relationship that is different
from the inherent valve characteristic, and is known as Installed Valve Characteristic.
An equal percentage valve often results in a more linear flow versus stem position
relation, after installation, as compared to a linear-trim or square root trim.
From the point of view of flow control, it is desirable to have a linear installed
characteristic so that the actuating signal can be proportional to the flow rate required.
The linear trim valves are often used when the flow system is such that the pressure drop
across the control valve is fairly constant over a wide range of flows.
Quite often, the pressure drop across the control valve reduces significantly as the
flow increases. In such cases, an equal percentage valve is more suitable for control.
Hence, it is important to select a suitable flow control valve that improves the controller

performance by not introducing non-linearities. This is especially usefiil for conventional
classical controllers.

1.2 Temperature Control
The control of temperature in a heat exchanger is illustrated in Figure 1.3. The
heat exchanger in this context is a laboratory shell-and-tube exchanger with cold water
flowing on the tube side and steam on the shell side. The steam condenses and heats the
water in the tubes. The controlled variable is the tube-side outlet temperature, and the
manipulated variable is the steamflowrate on the shell-side.
mc Cp (Tia - Tout) = ms A,

(1.2)

where
mc = cold waterflowrate,
m. = steamflowrate,
Cp = specific heat of water,
X = latent heat of condensation of steam.
Tin = inlet water temperature, and
Tout = outlet water temperature.
The dynamics ofthe process are complex because of various non-linearities
introduced into the system. The installed valve characteristic ofthe steam may not be
linear. The system exhibits deadtime that changes with the steam and waterflowrates.

Steam

Water Out

Water In

Drain

Figure 1.3 The Schematic of a Heat Exchanger

The deadtime also depends on the location and the method of installation of the
temperature-measuring devices.
Hence, conventional controllers based on linear systems theory can control this
process only in a specific operating region for which they are tuned. To take into account
the non-linearity and the deadtime, gain scheduling features and deadtime compensators
have to be added. Also, the process is subjected to various external disturbances such as
pressure fluctuations in the steam header, disturbances in the water line, changes in the
inlet steam enthalpy and so on. The conventional controllers have to be coupled with feed
forward controllers to maintain the process at its set point when disturbances occur. But,
the feed forward controllers also have to be retuned for different operating conditions.
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CHAPTER 2
FLUID FLOW AND HEAT EXCHANGER
EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

The research and development onflowand temperature control is carried out on
an experimental Fluid Flow and Heat Exchanger system. The experimental system is
located at the Process Control and Unit Operations Laboratory of the Department of
Chemical Engineering at the Texas Tech University. The experimental system is equipped
with contemporary industrial instrumentation and is interfaced to a 486/33 MHz personal
computer through CAMILE* 2000 Data Acquisition and Control System (DACS). The
experimental set-up and the instrumentation are discussed in detail in this chapter.

2.1 The Experimental System
A schematic flow diagram of the fluid flow and the heat exchanger experimental
system is shown in Figure 2.1. The system is designed for the experimental investigation
of a wide range of chemical engineering topics. Some ofthe important topics investigated
are:
(i) Demonstration ofthefimdamentalprinciples of momentum and heat transfer: heat
exchanger performance,fiictionlosses influidflow,installed valve characteristic
estimation and so on.
(ii) Investigation of control relevant issues like sensor calibration, valve sizing, estimation
of non-linearity, and deadtime.
11
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(m) Investigation of classical control concepts like cascade control, ratio control, gain
scheduling, feed forward, etc.
(iv) Investigation of advanced control concepts like the Non-linear Process Model Based
control. Model Predictive Control, Artificial Neural Networks, and Fuzzy Logic
control.
The system has typings from the water and steam headers of the building. The
cold water header is at a pressure of 70 psia (482.5 KPa), the hot water header, also at a
pressure of 70 psia (482.5 KPa), and the steam header, that supplies saturated steam is at
about 60 psia (413.6 KPa). One inch nominal diameter BWG 16 tubes are used in the
cold water and hot water tappings while the tappingfromthe steam header is 1.5" nominal
diameter BWG 16 copper tubes.
In order to regulate the flow rates, all the tubes from the headers are fitted with
flow control valves. The tubefromthe hot water header is fitted with a 1" modified equal
percentage valve (FCV 01) that has a nominal valve capacity coefficient (Cv) of 2.5. The
tube from the cold water header is fitted with two 1" modified equal percentage control
valves with Cv values of 2.5 (FCV 02) and 9 (FCV 03), respectively. The tube from the
steam header is fitted with two 1.5" modified equal percentage valves of Cv 50 (FCV 05)
and 9 (FCV 06). The bypass to the heat exchanger on the tube side is alsofittedwith a 1"
modified equal percentage valve of Cv 2.5 (FCV 04). All the flow control valves belong
to the Bauman Little Scotty 2000 series and are air-to-open valves. All the control valves
are provided with bypasses.
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The experimental system is equipped with a shell-and-tube heat exchanger. The
shell is a pipe of 5" outer diameter and thickness 0.35". The tube side comprises eight Utubes, each of which is a 0.5" nominal diameter BWG 16 tube. The length of the heat
exchanger is 3 ft (0.91m), and it has a single pass on the shell side and four passes (of four
parallel tubes each) on the tube side. The heat exchanger and the tubes carrying water,
steam and condensate are insulated with 0.75" (0.019m) fiber wool to minimize heat
losses to the atmosphere. The tubes are also color-coded with green for cold water, pink
for hot water, and yellow for steam. The system is designed such that the tube side fluid
can be just cold water or just hot water or a mixture of cold water and hot water. The
shell sidefluidcan be either hot water or steam. The condensatefromthe shell side passes
through a steam trap and a small double pipe heat exchanger for fiirther sub-cooling. The
system is also fitted with a tube fluid bypass around the heat exchanger as an optional
temperature control mechanism.
The tubing from the cold water header is also fitted with a centrifiigal pump for
higher pressure heads and higher water velocities. In addition to the control valves, the
tubing system is also fitted with 1" globe valves which are to be opened and closed
manually. Tubing is soldered with 1" nominal diameter elbow joints and straight pipes are
joined with 1" nominal diameter unions.

2.2 Instrumentation
The system is equipped with standard industrial instrumentation at strategic
locations for unit operations and control studies. The system isfittedwith five 1" (0.0254
14

m) Foxboro Integral Flow Orifice Assemblies (IFOA) for the measurement of flow rates.
These are included on the hot water (FTOl), cold water (FT02) and steam (FT05) tubes,
one on the heat exchanger bypass (FT03) and one on the heat exchanger tube-side outlet
(FT04). The system is alsofittedwith two rotameters, one on the cold water tube (FIOl)
with a range of 0 to 10 GPM (0 to 2.27 cu. m/hr) and another on the hot water tube
(FI02) with a range of 0 to 10 GPM (0 to 2.27 cu. m/hr).
There are five thermocouple assemblies used to measure the temperatures of hot
water (TTOl), cold water (TT02), steam condensate (TT08), of the shell side heat
exchanger outlet (TT07) when hot water is flowing, and the tube side inlet of heat
exchanger. These are type 'T' made of copper/constantin for operating in a range of-200
to 400°C and are encased with 1/8" (0.0032 m) thermowells and inserted about 2" into the
process fluid.
The system is also equipped with four resistance temperature detector (RTD)
assemblies to measure the temperature of mixture ofthe hot and cold water (TT03) (when
operating under this option), temperature of the steam upstream of the steam orifice
measuring steam flow rate (TT06), the temperature ofthe heat exchanger tube side outlet
(TT04), and the down stream temperature of the tube side outlet (TT09) just before the
drain. The detectors are platinum wite types, encased in 1/8" (0.0032 m) stainless steel
wells and inserted about 2" (0.051 m) into the process fluids.
There are eight Foxboro pressure transmitters used to measure the pressure after
the cold water pump (PTOl), pressure at the discharge ofthe pump in the cold water tube
(PT02), pressure of the cold water before the manifold assembly containing the control
15

valves (PT03), pressure of cold water after the manifold assembly (PT04), pressure at the
tube side inlet ofthe heat exchanger (PT05), pressure at the tube side outlet ofthe heat
exchanger (PT06), pressure -of steam upstream of the steam orifice (PT07), and the
downstream pressure ofthe tube side outlet (PT08).
All sensors are directly coupled to passive 4-20 mA transmitters, except for the
thermocouple which outputs a millivoh signal.
The system is equipped with a CAMILE 2000 data acquisition and control system
and two Moore Mycro-352E Single-Loop Digital Controllers (SLDC) for recording the
data made available from the sensors and controlling the required variables. The data
acquisition and the control system is explicitly described in the next chapter. Mycro-352E
SLDC is a completely self-contained, microprocessor based, industrial controller with the
important features of being configurable for all applications, analog display of process, set
point and valve, highly accurate digital display,flashmgalarm display, direct thermocouple
input option with linearization, and built in configurable controls. No programming
language is required and basic configurations such as PID, ratio, cascade, feed forward,
etc., are stored in read-only memory.

2.3 Features ofthe Experimental System
As discussed in Chapter 1, the installed valve characteristic of a control valve can
be quite different from its inherent characteristic. The two flow control valves that are
used in thefluidflowand temperature control experiments are:
(i) the modified equal percentage valve FCV 02 in the cold water tube for flow control
16

and
(ii) the modified equal percentage valve FCV 06 in the steam pipe for temperature
control.
The inherent valve characteristics of these two valves are discussed m this section
to illustrate how the process gains change for the two non-linear processes.
Figure 2.2 shows the inherent valve characteristic of the cold water flow control
valve FCV 02. The valve stem position is linearly proportional to the output of the
CAMILE DACS. Since the pressure drop in the rest of thje system is very less, the slope
of the curve in Figure 2.2 is the process gain. The process gain changes by a &ctor of
about 4:1 over the 40 Ib/min to 160 Ib/min turbulent flow range. To incorporate this nonlinearity information in a conventional or non-linear process model based controller, a
regression equation could be obtained. A neural network model can use this information
along with phenomenological model equations to obtain an overallfimctionalrelationship
between the process inputs and outputs. A fiizzy logic controller can incorporate this
non-linear installed valve characteristic knowledge in the form of a few simple rules.
The inherent characteristic of the steam flow control valve (FCV 06) is shown in
Figure 2.3. The process gain is not constant and changes by a factor of about 5:1 with
steamflowrate.

17
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CHAPTER 3
THE DATA ACQUISITION AND CONTROL SYSTEM

The rapid techiK>logical developments in digital computing systems such as high
speed of computations and increased information storage capacity, along with a significant
reduction in costs, have had a profound effect on process data acquisition and control.
For a digital computer, both input and output are in the digital form, and correspond to
discrete-time values. Hence, there is a need for an input/output interface between a digital
computer and the process that is being controlled. Data acquisition refers to the process
of recording values of the plant variables at regular intervals, and control involves
adjusting the manipulated variables in order to keep the controlled variables at the desired
set points.

3.1 Hardware Overview
The data acquisition and control system (DACS) used in this research comprises
two main hardware components. They are:
(i) a Packard Bell 486/33 MHz host computer
and
(ii) a CAMILE 2000 interface unit.
The host computer provides the user interface, while CAMILE handles all the
input from and the output to the field instruments. The host computer and CAMILE
communicate with each other using an RS232C communications protocol involving both
20

parity and checksum calculations. The system contains one power supply of llOV AC,
which provides power to the box andfiinctionprocessors, and excitation for field devices.
The main components ofthe CAMILE 2000 system are as follows:
(i) An eight-channel analog output card with 12-bit accuracy that can provide a
0-20 mA output at afrequencyof 10 Hz.
(ii) Eight-channel signal conditioning cards or multisensor boards with 13-bit precision
that are capable of handling all common input sensors. These input fiinction
processors provide all necessary sensor excitation, linearization, and conversion of
signals to engineering units. The system is equipped with four 1 Hz multisensor
boards and one 10 Hz multisensor board,
(iii) Field terminations for amaximumof 50 input or output devices. These can be
arranged on 8 terminal blocks having 20 terminal cormections, each on the back
panel ofthe CAMILE 2000 system,
(iv) A power supply provides +5V and ±15V for the internal power requirements
ofthe box processor card,fiinctionprocessor cards, andfielddevice excitation.
It also provides -i-24V at 0.5 amps to drive small-loadfielddevices like current
loop transmitters,
(v) A box processor board for controlling communications with the host computer
and passing input/output requests tofiinctionprocessors,
(vi) One serial RS232 input connection for interfacing with the host computer.
provided for ventilating the system,
(vii) Afilteredcooling fan, along with appropriately located coding vents, are
21

provided for ventilating the system.
The system is also equipped with two Bellofram 1000 input transducers. These
transducers convert the 4 to 20 mA output current signal from CAMILE to a 3 to 15 psig
air pressure signal. This 3 to 15 psig air pressure signal is the actuating signal that moves
the control valve stem position. Two Moore Single-Loop Digital Controllers are also
available that can be connected to the input devices to externally control the valves in the
system. Figure 3.1 gives a schematic illustration ofthe information flow in the system.
The following subsections contain more details on the main components of the
CAMILE hardware.

3.1.1 RS232 Communications
The RS232 connector transmits the ASCII information in serial form. In serial
transmission, the least significant bit is transmitted first and the most significant bit is
transmitted last. If the receiver is set to receive 10-bit data, the transmission format will
read in 10 bits of information in sequence, at the specified baud rate. The baud rate is the
number of bits transmitted per minute in serial communications. Communication rates of
19.2 kilobauds are possible with the RS232C interface in the CAMILE system. An extra
parity bit is included in the data format to ensure data integrity.

22
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3.1.2 Controller Board
The controller board, also known as the Box Processor, is the heart of the
CAMILE box. It transmits data requests from the host computer to the interface boards
and, in turn, receives data packetsfromthe interface boards and forwards them to the host
computer. It performs the calculations up to 64 continuous PID control loops and
executes any user-written calculations.
The controller board contains a 16-bit 8088 microprocessor and an 8087 math
coprocessor. It has 32 kilobytes of static RAM (Random Access Memory) and 64
kilobytes of EPROM (Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory).

To prevent

unpredictable operations, a reset circuit initiates shutdown if the system's 5V power
supply falls below 4.7V DC or exceeds 5.3V DC. It communicates with the host
computer via an RS232C port.

3.1.3 Multisensor Board
The multisensor board provides signal conditioning for a wide variety of sensors.
The sensor types can be mixed on a single board. There are eight inputs per board, and
the CAMILE box is designed to have upto eight multisensor boards.
The multisensor board differs from a traditional analog-to-digital converter in that
it has built-in, continuously measured, zero volt and ten volt precision reference standards.
All input signals are scaled to these standards. As a result, the converted results are both
precise and accurate.
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The sensors which can be used with a multisensor board fall mto several
categories: devices that output voltage signals (such as thermocouples), devices that
output ohms (such as Resistive Temperature Devices), and devices that output current
signals. The sensors that can be used with the multisensor boards are listed in Table 3.1,
along with their input ranges and the expected precision and accuracy of the converted
results. The connections for each sensor type are illustrated in Figures 3.2 to 3.6 (From
Software Manual, CAMILE System (1988)). The CAMILE 2000 box is equipped with
four multisensor boards that operate at a frequency of 1 Hz and with one multisensor
board that operates at afrequencyof 10 Hz.
The typical arrangement for reading analog valuesfromthe process is illustrated in
Figure 3.7. Thefiinctionof each ofthe elements in thefigureis explained below.
3.1.3.1 Signal Conditioner.

Signal Conditioning may encompass a variety of

elements including the sensors. If the output of the transducer is other than a voltage
signal, the signal conditioner generally transforms it to a voltage signal prior to the
multiplexer.
3.1.3.2 Multiplexer. The multiplexer provides a mechanism by which one of the
several signals coming into it is connected to the Analog-to-Digital (A/D) converter
through a signal amplifier.
3.1.3.3 Amplifier. The amplifier scales the process signal to make it fall in the
range of the A/D converter. A programmable gain amplifier permits the computer to
specify which one ofthe several available gains is to be used.
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Table 3.1. Devices Handled by the Multisensor Boards
Sensor Type

Mnemonic

Input Range

Precision

Accuracy

Type E Thermocouple
Type J Thermocouple
Type K Thermocouple
Type T Thermocouple
Type S Thermocouple
Type R Thermocouple
Type 385 RTD (Euro.)
Type 392 RTD (Am.)
Dale C8 lOK Thermistor
SS Temp Sensor (AD592)
DC Voltage
DC Voltage
DC Voltage
DC Voltage
DC Vohage
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Strain Gauge
Variable Reluctance
Variable Reluctance
Variable Reluctance
Current
Current

TCE
TCJ
TCK
TCT
TCS
TCR
RTD85
RTD92
TM
SS
V0.02
VO.l
VI
VIO
VAUTO
SG2
SGIO
SGIOO
VR20
VR35
VR50
MA20
MA50

-210 to 1000 C
-200 to 760 C
-210 to 1370 C
-270 to 400 C
0 to 1760C
0 to 1760
-200 to 800 C
-200 to 630 C
-80 to 150 C
-55 to 150 C
-20 to +20 mV
-O.lto-K).l V
-1 to +1 V
-10 to+10 V
Auto range
2mV/V
lOmV/V
100 mV/V
20mV/V
35mV/V
50mV/V
0.0 to 20 mA
0.0 to 50 mA

±0.4C
±0.5C
±0.7C
±0.2C
±0.5C
±0.4C
± 0.25 C
± 0.25 C
±0.1 C
±0.1 C
± 0.005 mV
± 0.025 mV
± 0.25 mV
±2.5 mV
Varies
± 0.05%FS
± 0.05%FS
± 0.05%FS
± 0.06%FS
± 0.04%FS
± 0.03%FS
± 0.005 mA
± 0.05 mA

±1.0C
±1.2C
±1.6C
±1.2C
±1.3C
±2.0C
±0.6C
±0.6C
Device Dep.
Device Dep.
± 0.02 mV
±0.1mV
±1.0mV
± 10.0 mV
Varies
Device Dep.
Device Dep.
Device Dep.
Device Dep.
Device Dep.
Device Dep.
± 0.02 mA
± 0.05 mA
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3.1.3.4 Analog-to-Digital (A/D^ Converter. The analog (continuous) signal is
converted to a digital (discontinuous) one by the A/D converter. The resolution of the
A/D converter is related to the number of bits in the distal output (n) by the following
relation in Equation 3.1:
Resolution = - - — .
2°-l

(3.1)

For chemical process control applications, a 11-bit converter is more than adequate, giving
a resolution of about 0.05% ofthe fiill calibration scale.
3.1.3.5 Comparator. The comparator is responsible for comparing the input to
high and low limits outside the Central Processing Unit (CPU). If either limit is violated,
an interrupt signal is generated, calling for the CPU's attention. The input scan, thus,
proceeds independently ofthe CPU until a limit is violated, relieving the CPU of some of
its burden.

3.1.4 Analog Output Board
The analog output board provides a variable control signal to the devices such as
metering valves and positioners. These devices typically require 0-10 volt or 4-20 milliampere signals. The analog output board produces a 0-20 milliampere signal that can also
be converted to 0-10 volts (or other voltages) without the use of external power supplies.
The analog output board used in the CAMILE system operates at afrequencyof
10 Hz. That is, it is capable of sending control signals ten times in a period of one second.
The eight channels on the analog output board are ground-referenced, which means that
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the voltage on the negative load is always very close to the ground potential and they can
be read with a multisensor board for confirmation.
The control signal from the analog output board goes to an input device that
pneumatically activates control valves (see Figure 3.8).

3.2 Software Overview
The CAMILE software provides an easy to use,flexible,comprehensive method of
data acquisition and process control. The software works in synchronization with the
hardware ofthe CAMILE system and has the following main features:
(i) Presenting an object oriented, menu-driven programming environment that enables
the operator to set up a process with ease,
(ii) Letting the operator watch the progress graphically as the process is executed,
(iii) Allowing the operator to print and/orfilethe results at desired time.
Using the software involves setting up objects to represent the components ofthe
particular system. The user can connect the objects on the screen such that they interact
appropriately in the field. The software also has provisions for setting up alarms to
indicate particular conditions during the execution of a process. The user can also log
data in several ways, specifying exactly what is to be logged, and at what rate. The data
can be printed, viewed on screen, and/or saved in a file. Various types of objects like
textual labels, graphs, images, and color altering objects can be placed on the screen to
graphically depict the process with a sense of animation, erjhancing ease of operation.
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All the features are provided in a Nficrosoft * Windows based environment in which the
user canfreelyorganize the system in the most suitable way.
The boards in the CAMILE box, sensors, and actuators are named, defined and
described in the Equipment Database of the application. The hardware tags that read
values from thefieldare known as Sensor tags while those that send out the values to the
actuators in the field are known as Actuator tags. The sensors in the field can be
calibrated and the calibration equations can be used to build the Software tags. A
Continuous Function Chart is a graphical representation of the process that connects
sensors, controllers, and actuators. They show how information flows from one object to
another. The CAMILE software library has predefined control blocks like PID, cascade.
Ratio, Moving Average, etc. In addition, CAMILE allows the user to create her/his own
control block definition. The 'language' that is used to code the user-defined control
block definitions has all the features of a high level language. The execution rate of the
controller can be set to 1 Hz or 10 Hz. The CAMILE software manual provides an
excellent, detailed description ofthe various features offered by CAMILE.
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CHAPTER 4
NEURAL NETWORK CONTROL

Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) have become the focus of much attention in
recent times, as a technology for intelligent control. ANNs are well suited to model a wide
range of complex and non-linear problems with relative ease and have proven to be
powerful and easy-to-implement tools. Hence, neural network based process control, or
Neurocontrol, has a wide range of applicability from parameter estimation for linear
models to robust non-linear control.
ANNs are particularly interesting to the process control engineer due to the
following reasons:
(i) They can model complex processes without requiring the engineer to possess a
fundamental understanding ofthe underlying physical phenomena,
(ii) They can model processes even when the data is imprecise or "noisy."
(iii) They can be implemented to solve real-world problems in a relatively easy way
compared to conventional statistical andfirst-principlesbased approaches.
This chapter introduces the concept of neural networks, and discusses how to
build and implement an NN-based controller. Although recurrent neural networks such as
single-layer Hopfield networks and vector quantizing networks such as the Kohonen
networks are receiving attention, the most commonly investigated neural network
architecture in chemical engineering is the feed forward network. The description of the
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feed forward network and its application to control fluid flow and temperature in a heat
exchanger are also discussed in this chapter.

4.1 Introduction to Artificial Neural Networks
4.1.1 Introduction
It has long been realized that although the digital computer is extremely fest and
precise at executing sequences of instructions, the human information processing system,
composed of neurons that operate about a million times slower than computer gates, is
much more efficient at computationally complex tasks such as pattern recognition,
perception, and control. It is only natural that technology can benefit from emulation, the
computational capabilities of humans. This led to research in the field of ANNs, or simply
Neural Networks (NNs). Haykin (1994) defines a neural network as
a massively parallel distributedprocessor that has a natural propensityfor
storing experiential knowledge and making it available for use. It resembles the
brain in two respects:
(i) Knowledge is acquired by the network through a learning process,
(ii) Intemeuron connection strengths known as synaptic weights are used
to store the knowledge, (p. 2)
Neural Networks are made up of highly interconnected neurons. Each neuron
receives input signals from other neurons or external sources, transforms the net input
signal, and transmits the output to other neurons. The neurons are arranged in different
layers (see Figure 4.1). The input layer receives input signals from the envirormient, and
the output layer communicates results to the external environment. One or more
intermediate or hidden layers exist between the input and output layers.
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Each neuron transforms its net input by means of a sigmoidal function, which is a
continuously differentiable, monotonic, bounded fiinction. The two commonly used
sigmoidalfianctionsare the logistic and the bi-polar logistic functions (see Figures 4.2a
and 4.2b).
Logistic Function:

* ( " ) ' l + exp(.)lv)

('•'>

Bi-polar Logistic Function:

Note that when X, = 2 in Equation 4.2, we get tanh(ax) which is commonly used.
The connections between the neurons are associated with weight that modify the
signal being commmunicated. The information stored in the network is embodied in the set
of all these weights, which, together with the structure of the network, constitutes the
neural network model. The discusssion herein is limited to a single type of NN called the
feed forward network which is of particular relevance to chemical engineering.
A neural network can identify and learn correlative patterns between sets of input
data and their corresponding output or target values. In the conventional statistical
methods, the user specifies the mathematical functions over which the data are regressed.
This requires a priori knowledge ofthe forms ofthe functional relationships governing the
correlations between the inputs and outputs. Often, the exact functional relations are either
not known or are very complicated. Also, if the functions are mcorrectly specified, the
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Figure 4.2. Sigmoidal Transfer Functions,
(a) Bi-polar Logistic Function (b) Logistic Function
(From Haykin,S., Neural Networks: A Comprehensive Foundation [1994f)
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data will not be regresssed satisfactorily. Neural networks do not need the forms of these
fiinctions to be specified.

4.1.2 Neural Network Training
In the training or learning process, the network is presented with sets of data that
are composed of input values and their corresponding output values. Care must be taken
to insure that the training data set properly spans the entire range of operation.
The most common method of NN training is the Back-Propagation algorithm.
Other faster optimization algorithms such as successive quadratic programming, the
Marquardt-Levenberg method (forcing Hessian matrix to be positive definite), and
conjugate gradients coupled with efficient trust regions can be used to significantly speed
up the training process (Cooper and Achenie, 1992). Alternately, fiizzy control of backpropagation learning, where heuristics for accelerating the rate of convergence of backpropagation learning implemented by a fuzzy logic controller, can produce similar resuhs.
The back-propagation algorithm comprises two distinct steps:
(i) the forward step, and

(ii) the backward error propagation step.

Initially, the weights for each connection are randomized. In the forward step, the given
set of input values is imposed on the neurons in the input layer. The input signals are
modified by the weight ofthe corresponding connection and transmitted to the neurons in
the hidden layers. These neurons individually sum the signals they receive, transform this
sum, and transmit the result to each neuron in the output layer. The neurons in the output
layer, sum the signals, transform the sums, and emit the resulting signals as outputs from
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the network. The errors, calculated using the difference between the output values from
the network and the correspondmg target output values, are propagated backward
through the network. The synaptic weights are updated based on these error signals. The
weights are updated so as to minimize an objective function involving the squares of the
output errorsfromthe network, and is based on Newton's steepest descent algorithm. The
derivation ofthe back-propagation algorithm is dealt with in detail by Zurada (1992).

4.1.3 Neural Network Testing/Validation
Since the neural network is essentially a black box model ofthe process, a careful
consideration of certain factors is required to get a good model. The important factors are
as follows.
4.1.3.1 Number of Hidden Layers. It has been demonstrated that a single hidden
layer neural network can approximate any continuous multivariate function to any desired
degree of accuracy, provided that sufficiently many hidden neurons are available
(Cybenko, 1989). Hence, only one hidden layer is used in the applications.
4.1.3.2 Number of Neurons in the Hidden Laver. A small number of neurons in
the hidden layer may lead to a network that will not be able to learn the model. On the
other hand, a large number of hidden neurons can lead to over-fitting and to needless
complexity ofthe fimctional form. Hence an optimum number of hidden neurons is to be
chosen. This can be done experimentally by increasing the number of hidden neurons from
two and observing the normalized training and testing errors. Increasmg the number of
hidden neurons will lead to decrease in errors. The training is stopped when the error does
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not decrease appreciably with the increase in the number of hidden neurons. This gives a
network of optimum complexity that can learn the process at hand.
4.1.3.3 General!zatinn- A test set of data is generated by the same simulator that
generated the training set. The test set should also cover the entire range of operation but
should be distinct from the training set. The test set, as the name implies, is used to test
the neural network model. An important aspect of the back-propagation algorithm is the
stopping criterion. After how many iterationss should the back-propagation learning be
stopped?
For best results, the back-propagation trmning should be stopped when the
normalized training and test errors are both at a minimum. Generalization is the ability of a
network to perform well when the functional relationship computed by the network is
correct for the input and output patterns (test data) never used in the training of the
network. Figures 4.3(a) and 4.3(b) illustrate the concept of generalization. Figure 4.4
illustrates when the training should be stopped. When training is continued beyond I*
iterations, the training error continues to decrease while the test error increases. In other
words, the network 'memorizes' the training set and has poor generalization ability.
Hence, the back-propagation training should be stopped at the optimum number of
iterations (I*) which corresponds to the best learning and generalization.
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Iteration No.

Figure 4.4. Illustration of Optimum Training
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4.2 Neural Network Control
4.2.1 Control Strategv
The basic objective of any process control application is to provide the appropriate
manipulated variable action to the process in order to obtain a desired response. The
Generic Model Control (GMC) approach is used to find the manipulated variable action
that is required to force the system to foUow a desired reference trajectory. The reference
system synthesis is based onfirst-orderdynamics and the control law is given as
X« = X + K i ( X , - X ) + K2 £(Xip - X) dt,

(4.3)

where Xgg is the steady-state target value and X , is the set point.
The integral term on theright-handside of Equation 4.3 serves to eliminate any
offset. But it also leads to a problem called Integral Windup. It happens whenever the
controller is on but not in charge. This could be because of constraints, override effects,
etc. In order to prevent integral windup, the integral term in Equation 4.3 can be replaced
by an external reset feed-back term. Afilteredprocess-model mismatch term (pmnn^ can
be used to bias the steady-state target ofthe GMC law.
X» = X + Ki (X - Xip) + pmmf

(4.4)

pmmfi = f * (X-X) + (1-f) pmmf (i-i)

(4.5)

where X is the actual process output while X is the output of the direct model of the
process for the same manipulated variable action. Ki and f are the control law tuning
constants.
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The filtered process model mismatch term also serves to eliminate steady-state
offset but does not lead to windup. Hence, to use this approach, a direct model of the
process is required. A feed forward neural network is used to obtain a direct model ofthe
process. Figure 4.5 shows the neural network controller configuration for both flow and
temperature control. In order to obtain the manipulated variable action for a desired
steady-state target as given by the GMC law, the direct model is coupled with an
optimizer (see Figure 4.6). The modified Fibonacci method (Riggs, 1994), an excellent
single variable search algorithm, is used in both the control applications.

4.2.2 Neural Network Model for Flow Process
In the experimental system, water flows in the piping system through a flow
control valve. The objective is to control the flow rate of water at the desired set point
using the control valve. The neural network model ofthe flow process has two inputs and
one output. The input variables are the stem position ofthe flow control valve (x), and the
pressure drop across the valve(AP). The output of the model is the flow rate of water
through the system (Q).
The equation that describes theflowrate of afluidthrough a control valve is given
as
Q = Cv * f ( x ) ^ | ^ .

(4.6)

where Cv = valve capacity coefficient,
AP = pressure drop across the control valve,
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f(x) = valve characteristic,
G =fluidspecific gravity,
^ = unit conversion coefficient.
The valve characteristic curve and valve capacity coefficient are obtained
experimentally. Equation 4.6 is used to generate the trainmg and test data sets for the
neural network model ofthe flow process. The training set has 50 data sets, the test set,
40 data sets, and both the data sets cover the entire range of operation.
The back propagation algorithm is used to train the three layer feed forward neural
network in order to model theflowprocess. The optimum network configuration is found
out by changing the number of hidden neurons. Figure 4.7 shows the training errors for
the different hidden neurons. It is found that three hidden neurons are best suited for this
model. The training and test root mean square (RMS) errors are plotted as a fiinction of
the number of iterations for the 2-3-1 network in Figure 4.8.

The training is stopped

when both the training and test errors are at a minimum, which corresponds to optimum
learning as well as generalization. The output ofthe network is compared with the actual
outputs for the training and test data sets m Figures 4.9 and 4.10. The points fall along
the 45° line, indicating that the network has learned the process well. This neural
network model ofthe flow process is used in the control strategy to obtainflowcontrol.
The results of the neural network flow controller for set point changes and
disturbances are discussed in Chapter 6.
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4.2.3 Neural Network Model ofthe Heat Exchanger
The experimental system under consideration is a shell-and-tube heat exchanger
with water flowing in the tube side and steam condensing in the shell side. There is no
shaft work and the mechanical energy, potential energy and kinetic energy are small
compared to the other terms in the energy balance equation. Neglecting the heat loss to
the surroundings, the steady state energy balance equation ofthe process is given by
mcCpc(Tout - Tin) = mtli,

(4.7)

where
m c = cold waterflowrate,
mi

= steamflowrate,

Cpc = specific heat of water,
X,

= latent heat of condensation of steam.

Tin = tube side inlet water temperature.
Tout = tube side exit water temperature
Equation 4.7 is based on the assumption that steam enters as a saturated vapor (no
superheat) and that the condensate leaves at condensing temperature, without being
subcooled. Equation 4.6 also relates the flow rate of steam to the valve stem position of
the steam flow control valve and the pressure drop across it.
The neural network model ofthe heat exchanger has four inputs and one output.
The inputs are the cold water flow rate (nic), inlet temperature of water (Tt), steam flow
control valve stem position (x), and pressure drop across the steam valve. The output of
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the model is the tube side outlet water temperature, which is also the controlled variable.
The installed steam valve characteristic, obtained experimentally, along with Equations 4.6
and 4.7 can be used to obtain the training and test data sets for the neural network heat
exchanger model. The training set has 500 data sets while the test set has 362 data sets,
both covering the entire range of operation.
The three-layer feed forward neural network to model the heat exchanger system is
trained by the back propagation algorithm. Figure 4.11 demonstrates how the best
network configuration is obtained. The number of hidden nodes is changed to obtain a
simple yet sufficient architecture. It is found that four hidden neurons would suffice for
this model. The training and test errors are plotted in Figure 4.12 as the back propagation
training proceeds. The weights at the end of 190 iterations, which corresponds to the
optimum training, are used in the neural network model of the heat exchanger. The
output of the neural network model is compared with the actual outputs for the training
and test data sets in Figures 4.13 and 4.14, respectively. The points fall along the 45° line
indicating that the network has learned the process well. This model is used in the neural
network temperature control strategy.
The results ofthe neural network temperature controller for set point changes and
disturbances are discussed in Chapter 6.
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CHAPTER 5
FUZZY LOGIC CONTROL

In recent years, fuzzy control has emerged as one ofthe principal areas of research
in chemical process control. Fuzzy control is especially suitable for complex, ill-defined
processes that do not lend themselves to control by conventional classical control
strate^es. This chapter introduces fuzzy set theory and discusses how it is applied to
control a process. The application of fuzzy logic to controlfluidflowand temperature in
an experimental system is also discussed.

5.1 Introdurtinn in Fuzzy Logic

Fuzzy logic, the brain-child of Lofti Zadeh (1965), is an attempt at formalizing
approximate reasoning, which is characteristic of the way humans reason in an
environment of uncertainty and approximation. Fuzzy set theory is the backbone of fuzzy
logic and the following subsection gives a brief introduction to fuzzy set theory.

5.1.1 Fuzzy Set Theory
The theory of fuzzy sets, established about three decades ago, has matured into a
highly developed discipline. It is a valid and useful extension of classical mathematics, and
is used to deal with the practical problem of representing knowledge and making decisions
in the presence of vagueness, imprecision, complexity, and uncertainty. Fuzzy set theory
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has found successful applications infieldsas diverse as engineering, psychology, medicine,
ecology, decision theory, and sociology.
5.1.1.1 Fuzzv Sets Versus Crisp Sets. Traditional set theory is based on twovalued logic.

Traditional (crisp) sets contain objects that satisfy precise properties

required for membership. Every individual object is assigned a membership value (\i) of
either 0 or 1, that discriminates between non-members and members ofthe crisp set under
consideration. For example, the crisp set TALL (see Figure 5.1) is defined such that
fjTAu. = 0 if height < 6 feet
/^Au. = 1 if height ^ 6 feet

(5.1)

Fuzzy set theory, on the other hand, is based on multi-valued logic and deals with
concepts that are not precise but are graded. Under fuzzy logic, the Linguistic Variable
TALL (see Figure 5.2) may be defined as
0
//TAIL

=

if height < 4 feet

^"*8^'-^>-if4ft< height <6ft
2
1
if height > 6 feet

(5.2)

The Domain of a fuzzy set is the allowable values for the set. In this example, the domain
ofthe fuzzy set TALL is any value of height that is greater than 4 feet. The membership
value goes from zero (no membership) to one (complete membership) through
intermediate values (partial membership). Thus, a height of 5.5 feet has a degree of
membership of 0.75 in the fuzzy logic set TALL. The variable Height may have many
fiizzy sets associated with it (example, SHORT and TALL), and the domains of all the
fuzzy sets associated with a variable constitute its range and is referred to as its Universe
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\^ TALL
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7

Height (ft)

Figure 5.1 Crisp Set Definition of TALL

1.0
TALL

4

5

6

7

Height (ft)
Figure 5.2 Fuzzy Set Definition of TALL
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of Discourse. The fiizzy sets Cold, Warm, and Hot, associated with the variable
Temperature, may be defined as shown in Figure 5.3. The universe of discourse of
Temperature is the range of values from 0°C to 200°C. A temperature of 120°C belongs
to the set HOT to a degree of 0.4, belongs to WARM to a degree of 0.6, and belongs to
COLD to a degree of 0.0. As shown in the figure, fiizzy sets always overlap to some
degree, indicating that their boimdaries are fuzzy or imprecise.

1^

50

100

150

200

Temperature ( C)

Figure 5.3 COLD, WARM, and HOT as Fuzzy Sets
5.1.1.2 Basic Operations on Fuzzy Sets. Like conventional sets, these are
specifically defined operations for combining and modifying fuzzy sets. These operations
provide the fundamental tools of the logic. The conventional definitions of the basic
operations are as follows.
Union:

A u B = max(//4x], /^X])

Intersection: A o B = min(/iA[X], //B[XP
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(5.3)
(5.4)

Complement: not(A) = 1 - /^[X]

(5.5)

Since the fuzzy sets are not crisply partitioned in the same sense as the
conventional sets, these operations are applied at the truth membership level.

The

following example illustrates the above operations.
Consider the conventional and fuzzy definitions ofthe notion of TALL as defined
in Equations 5.1 and 5.2, along with the notion of MIDDLE_AGED ( Figures 5.4 and 5.5)
as defined below.
Conventional:
fJuaouL.KOBD = 0 if age < 35 or age > 45
^ikuDDu.AOBD = l i f 35 < age < 45

(5.6)

Fuzzy:
Lhma^ AOBD = ^^^—-,
fj„^^

if 30 < age < 40

= ( 5 0 : ^ ^ if 40 < age < 50

/Maaas.MSED = 0, Otherwise
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(5.7)

1.0

1^MIDDLE AGED

35

45

Age (yrs)

Figure 5.4 Crisp Set Definition of MIDDLE_AGED

1.0
fA MIDDLE

AGED

30

40

50

Age (yrs)
Figure 5.5 Fuzzy Set Definition of MIDDLE_AGED
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The ages and heights of three persons P,Q, and R are given in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1. Profiles of Persons P, Q, and R
NAME

AGE

HEIGHT

P

36

5'9"

Q

41

5'6"

R

34

6'3"

The membership values in conventional and fuzzy sets are summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2. Membership Values of Persons P, Q and R in Conventional and
Fuzzy Sets
NAME

Conventional

Fuzzy

MMA

^T

»^^

^T

P

1

0

0.6

0.875

Q

1

0

0.9

0.75

R

0

1

0.4

1.0

The response of the two approaches (conventional and fuzzy) to the following
questions is discussed.
(i) What members are both middle-aged and tall?
(ii) What members are either middle-aged or tall?
(iii) What members are not middle-aged?
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 summarize the results ofthe above queries.

\\\\\ \
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Table 5.3. Conventioiud Set Operations
NAME

MIDDLE_AGED

MroDLE_AGED

Not

fln</TALL(ArB)

or TALL (A U B )

MroDLE_AGED
(not A)

P

0

1

0

Q

0

1

0

R

0

1

1

MIDDLE_AGED

MIDDLE_AGED

Not

fl«rfTALL(Ar>B)

or TALL (A U B )

MIDDLE_AGED

Table 5.4. Fuzzy Set Operations
NAME

(not A)
P

0.6

0.875

0.4

Q

0.75

0.9

0.1

R

0.4

1.0

0.6

According to the conventional set theory, none of them are both middle-aged and
tall. The fuzzy set theory, on the other hand, implies that Q is the closest to being both
middle-aged and tall, followed by P and R. The conventional set theory suggests that all
of them are either middle-aged or tall, while fuzzy set theory, in addition to stating the
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same, also ranks them in the order R-Q-P. Only R, according to the conventional theory,
is not middle-aged. The fuzzy theory gives the degrees to which they are not middle-aged
and gives an idea of the proximity of the ages of P and R. Thus, the fuzzy set theory
demonstrates how abstaming from crisp definitions gives results that are consistent with
human reasoning. More details on the fuzzy set theory can be found elsewhere (Cox,
1994; Zimmerman, 1985).
Since the time of Aristotle, traditional set theory and logic have always maintained
two inviolate laws: The Law of Non-Contradiction and the Law of Excluded Middle.
The Law of Non-Contradiction states that "an element can not belong to both set A and
not A (complement of A)." Mathematically, it can be written as
A n A = ^

(5.8)

where ^ is the null set.
The Law of Excluded Middle states that "an element must belong to either set A or to not
A (complement ofA). There is no middle." Mathematically, it can be written as
A u A = C/

(5.9)

where U'\s the Universal set.
The fuzzy set theory and logic,floutboth these laws. Hence fuzzy logic represents
a significant paradigm shift (McNeill and Freiberger, 1993). It transcends traditional set
theory and logic and reduces them to special limiting cases, much as the complex number
system's embedding of its real antecedent.
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5 2 Fiizzv Logic Control
One ofthe main applications offiizzyset theory is in the field of process control.
The fuzzy logic controllers use imprecise information from sensors to determine the
appropriate control actions for complex, ill-defined systems. The theoretical origin of
fuzzy logic controllers (PLCs) is the seminal paper by Zadeh (1973). The first application
of fuzzy set theory to the control of systems was by Mamdani and Assilian (1975), and all
subsequent FLC applications follow their pattern very closely. Lee (1990) gives an
excellent summary of the historically important milestones in both the development and
application of fuzzy logic control.

5.2.1 The Basic Fuzzy Logic Control Model
The basic fuzzy logic controller configuration is shown in Figure 5.6.

The

measurements ofthe input variable are translated by the Fuzzifier into fuzzy categories or
sets. The typical input variables are the controlled or state variables, and other process
measurements that affect the process. In a temperature controller, the error (E) between
the process fluid temperature and its setpoint is an input variable, and is partitioned into
fiizzy sets: Negative-Large (NL), Negative-Small (NS), Zero (ZS), Positive-Small (PS),
and Positive-Large (PL) as shown in Figure 5.7. Typically, the overlapping triangular
fuzzy sets are used for process control applications, although curves such as the normal
curve, the II curve, the Weibul or Eriang distributions, etc., are used to represent fuzzy
sets in other applications.
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The Inference Engine is the repository of process knowledge. The Process
Knowledge is encoded in the form of simple IF-THEN rules such as
IF {error (E) is PS and change in error (CE) is PL} THEN valve action is NS.
The collection of all such rules is known as the Rule Base. The rules are designed to
mimic a conventional Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller in velocity mode,
and could also incorporate information about process non-linearities, constraints, etc.
Since the input variables belong to several fuzzy sets, they produce non-zero
membership values with reference to different rules. For example, the fuzzy sets for input
variables error (E) and the change in error (CE), and the output variable valve action
(VA), are given by Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9, respectively. If E is 4°C and CE is 0°C/s,
then

HEJ'S = 0.8,

H E ^ = 0.2

and

HCE^=1.0.

Accordingly, the following rules are activated since their antecedent or predicate
membership values are non-zero.
[Rulel]:

IF{EisZEandCEisZE}THENVAisZE.

[Rule 2]:

IF {EisPS andCEisZE} THENVAisPS.

Rule 1 indicates that the valve action should be zero (ZE) while Rule 2 indicates
that it should be Positive-Small (PS). The role ofthe Defuzzifier is to convert the outputs
(or Consequents) ofthe active rules into a crisp, real-world control action. The truth of
the predicate expression of each active rule is obtained by using the basic fuzzy set
operations. For this example.
Rule ItnMh = min(0.2, 1.0) = 0.2
Rule 2ta<h = min(0.8, 1.0) = 0.8
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l^\
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Error (E)
Figure 5.7 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Variable Error
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Change in Error (CE)

Figure 5.8 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Variable Change in Error
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NL
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PS

0

3

PL

IA VA

-6-3

6

Valve_Action (%)
Figure 5.9 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Output Variable Valve_Action

The commonly used defuzzification technique in control applications is the Centroid
method given by Equation 5.10.
^U,/A(Ui)

U = -Mj

(5.10)

(=0

The output is an average of the consequents of the active rules, weighted by their
corresponding predicate truths. The centroid defuzzification for this example is illustrated
in Figures 5.10, 5.11, and 5.12.
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Figure 5.10 Valve_Action for Rule 1
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Valve Action
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Change in Error
Figure 5.11 Val vc_Action few Rule 2
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n

Valve Action

Figure 5.12 Net Valve_Action by the Centroid method of Defuzzification

5.3 Fuzzy Flow Control
The application of the fuzzy logic control strategy to control fluid flow in an
experimental system is discussed in this section.
The main input variables are the error in fluid flow rate as compared to the set
point (FE) and the rate of change of this error (CFE). The output variable is the change in
stem position (FSP). These variables are classified into fuzzy sets as shown in Figures
5.13, 5.14, and 5.15. The rule base that results in feed back control action is shovm in
Figure 5.16. Since the installed valve characteristic ofthe flow control valve is non-linear,
three additional rules are incorporated to take care of this non-linearity. Also, the flow
rate depends on the pressure drop across the valve. Four rules build this functional
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Figure 5.13 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Variable Flow Error
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Figure 5.14 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Variable Change in Flow Error
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Figure 5.15 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Output Variable Valve_Action of FCV02
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ZE
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PL
PL
PM
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Figure 5.16. Feedback Rule Base for Fuzzy Flow Controller

relationship into the controller. Hence, theflowcontroller rule base has thirty-two rules in
aU.
A trial-and-error procedure is used to classify the various variables in the fuzzy
sets. The software code of the fuzzy flow controller implementation in CAMILE is
included in the Appendix. The results of the fuzzy flow controller are discussed in the
next chapter.
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5.4 Fuzzy Temperature Control
This section discusses the application of the fiizzy logic control strategy used to
control the tube side outlet temperature in the experimental heat exchanger system.
The main input variables are the error between the fluid temperature and its set
point (TE) and the rate of change of this error (CTE). The output variable is the stem
position (TSP) ofthe steam flow control valve. The classification of these variables into
fuzzy sets is shown in Figures 5.17, 5.18, and 5.19. The rule base that results in feed back
control action is shown in Figure 5.20. The other main factors that affect the fluid
temperature are cold water flow rate, steam valve non-linearity, and pressure drop across
the steam valve.

Twelve additional rules incorporate theses factors in the fuzzy

temperature controller, resulting in a total of thirty-seven rules.
The software code for the implementation of the fiizzy temperature controller in
the CAMILE system is included in the Appendix. The results of the fuzzy temperature
controller are discussed in the next chapter.
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Figure 5.17 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Variable Temperature Error
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Figure 5.18 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Variable Change in Temperature Error
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Figure 5.19 Fuzzy Set Definitions for the Output Variable Valve_Action of FCV06
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Figure 5.20. Feedback Rule Base for Fuzzy Temperature Controller
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CHAPTER 6
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results offluidflowand temperature control using neural networks and fiizzy
lo^c control strategies are discussed in this chapter. The results are also compared to the
previous work on the same experimental system for similar tests (Paruchuri, 1993).

6.1 Flow Control
6.1.1 Results
The neural network controller and fiizzy logic controller are experimentally
demonstrated on thefluidflowsystem. The performance ofthe controllers is compared to
each other and with other conventional and advanced strategies (Paruchuri, 1993). Both
the neural network and fuzzy flow controllers have a sampling and control period of 1 s.
The tuning parameters of the neural network flow controller are Ki = 1 and f = 0.015,
while those ofthe fuzzy logic controller are as explained in section 5.2.
The performance ofthe neural network and fuzzy logic controllers for servo action
are shown in Figures 6.1 and 6.2, respectively. At about 75 s after starting the controller,
a set point change from 40 Ib/min (~ 5 GPM) to 120 Ib/min (~ 15 GPM) is made. The
neural network controlled flow (Figure 6.1) rapidly returns to the set point in about 30 s
after an overshoot. The fuzzy logic controller takes the flow rate to the new set pomt in
about 25 s and exhibits no overshoot (Figure 6.2). The overshoot in the neural network
controller is due to the dynamic mismatch between the process and the model. So,
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600

dynamic compensation was incorporated in the controller code to prevent the overshoot.
Figure 6.3

shows the results of the neural network flow controller with dynamic

compensation. It can be observed that the overshoot is reduced and the controller
performance is improved (see Table 6.1).
The disturbance rejection characteristics of the neural network and fiizzy flow
controllers are also ^own in Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. In Figures 6.1 and 6.3, at about
400 s, a disturbance is introduced by manually closing a bypass valve. This forces the fluid
to flow through a restricted path. At about 50 s, the bypass valve is re-opened. The same
disturbances are introduced in the fuzzy flow controlled system at 350 s and 450 s,
respectively (Figure 6.2). The controllers react immediately and return the flow rate to its
set point of 40 Ib/min.
The controller outputs for the servo and regulatory modes are shown in Figures
6.4, 6.5, and 6.6. The responses of these advanced controllers are similar to the non-linear
Process Model Based Controller (PMBC) in that they are tuned globally.

The

conventional PI controller, on the other hand, is only locally tuned and exhibits an
oscillatory or sluggish response where it is not tuned (Paruchuri, 1993). It is also observed
that the controllers result in small changes in valve stem position at high flow rate
conditions and larger changes at low flows. This demonstrates that the controllers
"understand" the non-linear nature ofthe process. As shown in Section 2.3, the process
gain changes by a factor of 4:1 at low and high flow conditions, and the advanced control
strategies recognize this factor while conventional controllers do not.
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Another important feature ofthe neural network and fuzzy flow controllers that is
demonstrated in this work is their constraint handling capability. In Figures 6.7 and 6.8, a
set point change is made from 120 Ib/min to 180 Ib/min. The fluid flow control valve,
even whenfiiUyopen, results in only a flow rate of about 145 Ib/min. Thus, the process
'hits' a constraint and the outputs ofthe controllers reach 100%. When a set point change
to 120 Ib/min is subsequently made, the controllers respond immediately and take the flow
rate to the new set point.

Whenever processes hit a constraint, the conventional

controllers exhibit an undesirable property known as integral wind-up, unless an antiwindup technique like velocity mode, integral clamps, or reset feedback is used. The error
between the process and its set point, when a constraint is hit, is accumulated by the
integral term in conventional controllers. This prevents the conventional controllers from
responding immediately when subsequent changes are made. The neural network and
fiizzy logic controllers incorporate anti-wind-up techniques that give them the ability to
handle constraints. The neural network control strategy uses a filtered process model
mismatch bias term instead of the integral term, while the fuzzy controller uses the
velocity mode to determine the control action.
An important characterization of controller performance is the Integral of Squared
Error (ISE). The ISE is defined in Equation 6.1.
ISE=fe^^,

(61)

*'o
where
e = error between the process variable and its set point.
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Figure 6.8. Fuzzy Logic Flow Controller: Constraint Handling
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The ISE values for the servo and regulatory actions ofthe neural network and fuzzy logic
controllers are listed in Table 6.1. The table also lists the ISE values obtained for the same
tests using non-linear PMBC and PI controllersfromprevious research (Paruchuri, 1993).

Table 6.1. Comparison ofthe ISE Values for Different Flow Controllers
ISE Values (mVs)

Experiment
NN

N N ( D Q Fuzzy

PMBC

PI

Change in set point (40 -120 Ib/min)

4.1

3.9

9.1

4.83

10.0

Disturbance given by closing manual

0.1

0.2

0.02

2.9

0.8

0.1

0.1

0.02

2.3

2.3

valve (at set point of 40 Ib/min)
Disturbance given by opening manual
valve (at a set point of 40 Ib/min)

The ISE values are calculated over the same time periods and sampling rate (1
second) in each experiment. As observed from Table 6.1, the advanced controllers result
in a much better performance for both set point changes and disturbances.
Another important factor to be considered while comparing controllers is the
manipulated variable movement. Quite often, the manipulated variable is the stem position
of a flow control valve. A large movement in the manipulated action can lead to the
wearing away ofthe flow control valves. Hence, it is desirable to have a controller that
results in smooth manipulated action and low stem movement. A quantity that is used to
measure this effect is called the Valve Travel (VT) and is defined as foUows.
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N

VT = 2 h - U i .

(6.2)

i=0

The VT values of the neural network and fuzzy controllers are compared in Table 6.2.
Similar values for the other controllers are not available, but a visual comparison indicates
that the neural network, fuzzy, and PMBC controllers exhibit less valve travel compared
to the conventional controllers.

Table 6.2. Comparison of VT Values for Neural Network and Fuzzy Flow Controllers
Experiment

VT (•/.)
NN

NN(DQ

Fuzzy

Change in set point (40 -120 Ib/min)

57

42

46

Disturbance given by closing manual valve (at set

30

21

19

34

25

22

point of 40 Ib/min)
Disturbance given by opening manual valve (at a set
point of 40 Ib/min)

It can be observed that the fuzzy flow controller has low VT values. This can also be
observedfromFigures 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6, that show the variation ofthe controller outputs.

6.1.2 Discussion
The advanced control strategies result in a much better controller performance
than the conventional controllers as quantified in Tables 6.1 and 6.2.
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Non-linear PMBC controllers, in addition to good controller performance, also
give information about parameters like thefiictionfactor, fouling, etc. These can be used
for process diagnostics, maintenance, and supervisory action. But, if the process model is
very complicated, a neural network based controller is favorable. If very little information
is available about the actual process model, then a fiizzy logic controller, based on
experiential knowledge, could be used. The fuzzy logic flow controller demonstrated here
exhibits good performance and results in lesser valve travel.

6.2 Temperature Control
6.2.1 Results
The neural network controller and fiizzy temperature controller are experimentally
demonstrated on the heat exchanger system. The performance of these controllers are
compared to other advanced, classical control strategies from previous research. The
sampling and control periods of the neural network and fiizzy controllers are 1 s. The
tuning parameters ofthe neural network controller are Ki = 1.3 and f = 0.0095. The
tuning parameters of the fuzzy temperature controller are discussed in Chapter 5 and in
the fuzzy temperature controller code, enclosed in the Appendix.
The performance ofthe neural network controller with dynamic compensation and
fiizzy temperature controller for set point changes and disturbances are shown in Figures
6.9 and 6.10, respectively. At about 50s, a set point change in temperature from 55°C to
30°C is made. The neural network controller takes the process to its set point in about
200 s, with a slight overshoot. The fuzzy temperature controller takes the process to its
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Figure 6.9. Neural Network Temperature Controller Response
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Figure 6.10. Fuzzy Logic Temperature Controller Response
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1400

set pomt in about 100 s. At about 490 s, a disturbance of 20% in the cold water flow rate
is made. At about 600 s, a disturbance of -20% is made. Both the controllers respond
immediately and exhibit good disturbance rejection characteristics. At about 780 s, a set
point change in temperature is made from 30°C back to 55°C. Similar disturfjances are
introduced into the system at this set point at 110 s and 1250 s, respectively. The NN and
fuzzy temperature controller responses for these tests are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12,
respectively. The neural network controller responds differently to similar disturbances at
30°C and 55°C. This is because the neural network model is based on the steady state
process simulator that neglects heat losses, which are different at different operating
regions.
The temperature controllers also exhibit constraint handling capabilities for the
same reasons as the flow controllers. This feature is illustrated in Figures 6.13 and 6.14
for the NN and fuzzy controllers, respectively. When a set point change from 55°C to
90°C is made, the controller outputs reach saturation and a constraint is hit. But, the
controllers respond immediately when subsequent set point changes are made and are not
wound-up.
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Figure 6.13. Neural Network Temperature Controller: Constraint Handling
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Figure 6.14. Fuzzy Logic Temperature ControUer: Constraint Handling
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Figure 6.15 illustrates a very important feature of this fuzzy temperature
controller. The figure shows two curves that represent the cold water flow rate. One of
them is the flow signal that is sent to thefiizzycontroller and the other is a down stream
measurement ofthe sameflowrate (denoted by Flow (DS) in the legend ofthe plot). The
process is initially at its set point of 30°C. At about 540 s, the flow rate sensor is
discoimected (simulating its failure), while the actual cold water flow rate continues to be
the same. The feed back portion of the fuzzy control algorithm does not detect any
temperature change and hence, does not try to take any 'corrective action.' At 600 s, a
set point change in temperature from 30°C to 24°C is made. The fiizzy controller takes
the process to its new set point inspite of the sensor failure. But the response is very
sluggish. Also, when some of the rules in the rule base are removed randomly, the
performance is affected only when 30-50% ofthe rules are absent. The performance of
the fuzzy controller degrades 'gracefully' in light of partial data.
The performance of the neural network and fuzzy temperature controllers is
compared to results obtained from previous research for the other controllers. This is
given in Table 6.3. The performance characteristics (ISE and VT) are for similar tests and
are on the same experimental system.
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Table 6.3. Comparison ofthe ISE Values for Different Temperature Controllers
Experiment

ISE Values ("C^/s)
NN

Change in set point (55°C to

Fuzzy

PMBC

IMC

PI

10840

12140

9480

11625

14850

16

15

12

430

895

16

14

7

840

1350

10950

11320

9160

12200

9830

350

218

41

37

42

510

176

70

65

70

30°C)
Disturbance in water flow
(-20%). Set point: 30°C
Disturbance in water flow
(+20%). Set point: 30°C
Change in set point (30°C to
55°C)
Disturbance in water flow
(-20%). Set point: 55°C
Disturbance in water flow
(+20%). Set point: 55°C

As observed from Table 6.3, NN and PMBC controllers respond slightly better to
set point changes than all the others. In the region where they are tuned, PI and IMC
controllers exhibit good disturbance rejection. The performance of the neural network,
fuzzy, and PMBC controllers are good over the entire range.
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The valve travel characteristics for the neural network and fuzzy controllers are
described in Table 6.4.

Table 6.4. Comparison of VT Values for Neural Network and Fuzzy Temperature
Controllers
VT (%)
Experiment
NN

Fuzzy

Change in set point (55°Cto30°C)

182

90

Disturbance in waterflow(-20%). Set point: 30°C

10

13

Disturbance in waterflow(+20%). Set point: 30°C

9

12

Change in set point (30°C to 55°C)

105

65

Disturbance in waterflow(-20%). Set point: 55°C

41

13

Disturijance in waterflow(+20%). Set point: 55°C

56

12

It is observed that the fiizzy and neural network controllers exhibit lower valve
travel, in general, as compared to the other strategies observed from previous work
(Paruchuri, 1993).

6.2.2 Discussion
The results of the temperature controllers indicate that the advanced control
strategies like neural networks, fuzzy logic, and non-linear PMBC are suited for this
q)plication. Both fuzzy and nairal network temperature controllers exhibit much lower
valve travel than PMBC and other classical temperature controllers reported in earlier
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work (Paruchuri, 1993). Neural network and fiizzy logic based strategies are capable of
handling constraints. The advanced control strategies incorporate process non-linearity
and are globally tuned. The non-linear PMBC provides a phenomenological measure of
process behavior that can be used to monitor the process
In addition to ISE and VT values there are many other measures that are used to
compare controller performance. Table 6.5 gives a qualitative comparison ofthe different
control strategies on a scale Of 1-3 (1-Good, 2-Fair, 3-Bad). The effort of model
development is more in the case of neural network and nonlinear PMBC controllers which
use accurate and complicated models of the process. Fuzzy controllers work well with
good approximate models. The model development effort is least in classical controllers
which assume a linear process. The tuning of classical controllers is straightforward and
easy. Neural network and PMBC controllers can also be tuned using conventional
methods. The tuning offiizzycontrollers, on the other hand, are based on trial-and-error
and can be time consuming. Classical controllers are easy to maintain while advanced
strategies require trained personnel with process knowledge and may involve high cost of
maintenance.
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Table 6.5. Qualitative Comparison of Different Control Strate^es
PI

IMC

PMBC

NN

Fuzzy

1

2

3

3

3

Ease of Tuning

1

2

2

2

3

Computational Effort

1

1

3

3

2

Constraint Handling

3

3

2

1

1

Other Benefits

3

3

1

2

2

•

Cost: Development
Maintanence

Process Management
Plant-wide Optimization
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Flow and temperature control are two of the basic control objectives in any
chemical industry.

This research involved experimental demonstration of advanced

control strategies to achieve these basic control objectives. The results of the different
control strategies were compared to obtain an overall perspective of the relative merits
and demerits of each method.
Controllers based on a direct neural network model ofthe process and fuzzy logic
were implemented to control both fluid flow and temperature. The neural network
controller was found to be computationally simple and fast. It can be coupled with
sophisticated optimization routines to obtain efficient control even for Multi-Input-MultiOutput (MIMO) systems. NN process models are easy to obtain if process data or good
process simulators are available. When a sound phenomenological model ofthe process is
not available, a fuzzy logic controller can be used. The fuzzy logic controller has many
tuning parameters, but it can be easily built with process knowledge. The fuzzy controller
is very flexible and the rules are easy to understand. The fuzzy flow and temperature
controllers resulted in good control performance like other advanced controllers like NN
or non-linear PMBC. The bottom line for these experiments is that the engineering effort
required for the advanced controllers and their performances were similar to each other.
They were globally tuned and gave better performance as compared to conventional
classical and linear model-based controllers.
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7.1 Recommendations
Some ofthe recommendations forfiiturework in this area are as follows:
(i)

The flow and temperature control are experimentally demonstrated on two
modified equal percentage valves for liquid (water) flow control and gas (steam)
flow control.

The control techniques need to be tested for other valve

characteristics like linear and square root trim,
(ii)

The GMC law based on first-order dynamics was used for the neural network
control of both fluid flow and temperature. Higher order dynamics (e.g., second
order dynamics) should be used at least for temperature control, which does not
exhibit first order dynamics, to see if it would yield better results,

(iii)

The neural network and fuzzy controllers performed well on the laboratory
experimental system. They need to be tested in an industrial setting,

(iv)

The possibility of applying neural network and fuzzy logic control to more
complicated processes like high purity distillation columns, polymerization
reactors, etc., should be investigated,

(v)

Application of CUSUM filter (Bethea and Rhinehart, 1991) to the controller
output could be carried out to see if it would lead to lower valve travel without
compromising on the performance,

(vi)

The experimental system was used for Single-Input-Single-Output (SISO) systems
such asflowand temperature control. It should be used to carry out multivariable
control studies (e.g., flow and temperature control of a mixture of cold and hot
water).
Ill
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APPENDIX A
FORTRAN CODE OF THE BACK PROPAGATION
ALGORTTHM TO TRAIN A FEED
FORWARD NETWORK

c
C
C

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
cc
c

BACK PROPAGATION ALGORTTHM
NOMENCLATURE
ALPHA
D(),DD()
DELW1(.,.)
DELW2(.,.)
ESUM
ETA
H(),HH()
NHD
NIP
NOP
NSAMP
0LDW1(.,.)
0LDW2(.,.)
R(),RR()
RMSERR
RMSTST
TOTERR
TSTSUM
Wl(.,.)
W2(...)
X(),XX()
Y().YY()
Z(),ZZ()

Learning Rate Parameter
Desired Output
Change in First Layer Weights
Change in second Layer Weights
Sample Error
Momentum Factor
Output of Hidden Neurons
Number of Hidden Neurons
Number of Input Neurons
Number of Output Neurons
Number of Sample Data Sets
Previous Change in First Layer Weights
Previous Change in Second Layer Weights
Input to Output Neurons
Root Mean Square Error for Training Set
Root Mean Square Error for Test Set
Total Error for Training Set
Total Error for Test Set
First Layer Weights
Second Layer Weights
Inputs
Netwwork Outputs
Input to Kdden Neurons

c
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
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DIMENSION W1(20,20),W2(20,20),H(20),D(20),X(20),Y(20),Z(20),R(20)
DIMENSION OLDW2(20,20),DELW1(20,20),DELW2(20,20),OLDW1 (20,20)
DIMENSION YY(20),DD(20),XX(20),XINP(20),XOUT(20),YINP(20)
0PEN(UNrr=2,FILE=TRN.DAr,STATUS=TJNKN0WN)
OPEN(UNrr=3,FILE=TST.DAr,STATUS='UNKNOWN)
0PEN(UNIT=4,FILE='INI.DAr,STATUS='UNKN0WN')
0PEN(UNrr=8,FILE='ERR0R.DAT,STATUS='UNKN0WN)
OPEN(UNrr=9,FILE='WTS.DAr,STATUS='UNKNOWN)
OPEN(UNIT=10,FILE=TRNG.OPr,STATUS='UNKNOWN)
OPEN(UNrr=l l,FILE=TSTNG.OPr,STATUS=TJNKNOWN)
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER THE NUMBER OF INPUTS'
READ(4,*)NIP
WRrrE(6,*)'ENTER THE NUMBER OF HIDDEN LAYER NEURONS'
READ(4,*)NHD
WRrrE(6,*)'ENTER THE NUMBER OF OUTPUTS'
READ(4,*)N0P
WRITE(6,*)'ENTER THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN TRAINING SET
READ(4,*)NSAMP
WR[TE(6,*)'ENTER THE NUMBER OF SAMPLES IN TEST SET'
READ(4,*)NSAMP1
WRrrE(6,'»)'ENTER THE VALUES OF ALPHA AND ETA'
READ(4,*)ALPHA,ETA
C
C INITIALIZING THE WEIGHTS WITH SMALL RANDOM NUMBERS (-0.01,0.01)
C
SEED=0.135
C
C THE FIRST LAYER OF WEIGHTS
C
DO 10 I=2,NHD+1
DO 10 J=1,NIP+1
CALLRAN(SEED)
10 W1(I,J)=0.02*SEED-0.01
C
C THE SECOND LAYER OF WEIGHTS
C
DO20K=l,NOP
DO 20 I=1,NHD+1
CALLRAN(SEED)
20 W2(K,I)=0.02*SEED-0.01
C
C THE BACK PROPAGATION ALGORITHM
C
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ITN=0
22 CL0SE(UNIT=2)
0PEN(UNIT=2,FILE='TRN.DAr,STATUS=TJNKN0WN)
ITN=ITN+1
25 X(l)=1.0
Z(l)=1.0
TOTERR=0.0
DO30NS=l,NSAMP
READ(2,*)(X(J),J=2,NIP+l),(D(K),K=l,NOP)
D0 31I=2,NHI>+1
ZSUM=0.0
DO 32 J=1,NIP+1
32 ZSUM=ZSUM+W1(I,J)*X(J)
31 Z(I)=ZSUM
H(l)=1.0
DO 33 I=2,NHD+1
33 H(I)=2./(1.+EXP(-2.0*Z(I)))-1.0
DO 34 K=1,N0P
RSUM=0.0
DO 35 I=1,NHD+1
35 RSUM=RSUM+W2(K,I)*H(I)
34 R(K)=RSUM
C
C CALCULATION OF ERROR FOR THE PATTERN
C
ESUM=0.0
DO 36 K=1,N0P
Y(K)=2./(1.+EXP(-2.0*R(K))) -1.0
36 ESUM=ESUM+CY(K)-D(K))**2
C
C UPDATING THE FIRST LAYER OF WEIGHTS
C
DO 37 K=1,N0P
DO 37 I=1,NHD+1
DELW2(K,I)=ALPHA*(D(K)-Y(K))*(1.-Y(K)*Y(K))*H(I)
DELW2(K,I)=DELW2(K,I)+ETA*OLDW2(K,I)
W2(K,I)=W2(K,I)+DELW2(K,I)
37 OLDW2(K,I)=DELW2(K,I)
C
C UPDATING THE SECOND LAYER OF WEIGHTS
C
DO 38 I=2,NHD+1
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DO 38 J=1,NIP+1
DSUM=0
D0 39K=l,NOP
39 DSUM=DSUM+(Y(K)-D(K))*(1 .-Y(K)*Y(K))*W2(K,I)
DELWl(I,r)=-ALPHA*(l .-H(I)*H(I))*X(J)*DSUM
DELW1(I,J)=DELW1(I,J)+ETA*0LDW1(I,J)
W1(I,J)=W1(I,J)+DELW1(I,J)
38 0LDW1(I,J)=DELW1(I,T)
30 TOTERR=TOTERR+ESUM
C
C CALCULATION OF THE RMS ERROR
C
RMSERR=SQRT(T0TERR)/(2.*NSAMP)
C
C CALCULATING THE ERROR FOR THE TEST SET
C
0PEN(UNIT=3,FILE=TST.DAr,STATUS='UNKN0WN)
TSTSUM=0.0
D0 51N=1,NSAMP1
XX(1)=1.0
READ(3,*)(XX(J),J=2,NIP+l),(DD(K),K=l,NOP)
DO 52 I=2,NHD+1
XSUM=0.0
DO 53 J=1,NIP+1
53 XSUM=XSUM+W1(I,J)*XX(J)
52 XINP(I)=XSUM
XOUT(1)=1.0
DO 54 I=2,NHD+1
54 XOUT(I)=2./(1.+EXP(-2.0*XINP(I)))-1.0
DO 55 K=1,N0P
XOSUM=0.0
DO 56 I=1,NHEH-1
56 X0SUM=X0SUM+W2(K,I)*X0UT(I)
55 YINP(K)=XOSUM
DO 57 K=1,N0P
YY(K)=2./(1.+EXP(-2.0*YINP(K))) -1.0
57 TSTSUM=TSTSUM+(YY(K)-DDCK))**2
51 CONTINUE
C
C CALCULATING THE RMS ERROR FOR THE TEST SET
C
RMSTST=SQRT(TSTSUM)/(2. *NSAMP 1)
CL0SE(UNIT=3)
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WRnE(8,11 l)rrN,TOTERR,RMSERR,RMSTST
111 FORMAT(2X,I5,2X,F10.6,2X,F10.8,2X,F10.8)
WRrTE(6,112)ITN,T0TERR,RMSERR,RMSTST
112 FORMAT(2X,I5,2X,F10.6,2X,F10.8,2X,F10.8)
113 FORMAT(2(2X,F9.6))
C
C STOPPING CRTTERION
C
IF(ITN.LE.2000) GO TO 22
C
C PRINT THE WEIGHTS
C
WRITE(9,*)T0TERR
WRITE(9,*)
WRITE(6,'*)T0TERR
WRITE(6,*)
DO 40 I=2,NHD+1
DO 40 J=1,NIP+1
WRrrE(9,*)'(',I,',',J,')',Wia,J)
40 WRITE(6,*)'(',I,',',J,')',Wia,J)
DO 45 K=1,N0P
DO 45 I=1,NHD+1
WRrrE(9,'*)'C,K,',',I,')',W2(K,I)
45 WRrrE(6,*)'(',K,',',I,')',W2(K,I)
STOP
END

C
C PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR
C
SUBROUTINE RAN(RND)
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z)
YY=767.*RND
RND=ABS(YY-INT(YY))
RETURN
END
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APPENDIX B
NEURAL NETWORK FLOW CONTROLLER CODE
WRTTTEN USING CAMILE
{ The block of code that is executed only at the beginning }
IF(NOT INITIALIZED) THEN BEGIN
INITIALIZED:=1;
modl:=pv;
pvoldl:=pv;
MODE:=#M;
FLOW.MODE:=#M;
B_OLD:=0;
END;
IF(MODE) THEN BEGIN
FLOW.MODE:=#A;
PMM:=PV-M0D1; { Process Model mismatch }
PMMF:=(l-f)*B_OLD+f*PMM; { Filtered Process Model mismatch }
B_OLD:=PMMF; { Old Bias }
ERR:=SP-PV; { Error in the process variable }
{Calculation ofthe target value using the GMC control law }
Fss:=PV+Kl *ERR-PMMF;
{ Modified Fibonacci algorithm to search for the optimum stem position }
XLB:=0; { Left boundary }
XRB:=100; { Right boundary )
XL:=XRB-XLB;
{ NNF(FLOW) is the subroutine that performs the calculations using the direct NN model
ofthe process }
FLOW.OP_IN:=XLB;
NNF(FLOW);
YLB:=FLOW.OUT;
FLOW.OP_IN:=XRB;
NNF(FLOW);
YRB:=FLOW.OUT;
X1:=0.382*XL+XLB;
FL0W.0P_IN:=X1;
NNF(FLOW);
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Y1:=FL0W.0UT;
X2:=XRB-0.382*XL;
FL0W.0P_IN:=X2;
NNF(FLOW);
Y2:=FL0W.0UT;
FLB:=(YLB-Fss)*(YLB.Fss);
FRB :=(YRB-Fss)*(YRB-Fss);
Fl:=(Yl.Fss)*(Yl-F8s);
F2:=(Y2-Fss)*(Y2-Fss);
F0RI:=1T0 14
DO BEGIN
IF(F1<F2)
THEN BEGIN
XRB:=X2;
FRB:=F2;
X2:=X1;
F2:=F1;
XL:=XRB-XLB;
X1:=XLB+0.382*XL;
FL0W.0P_IN:=X1;
NNF(FLOW);
Y1:=FL0W.0UT;
Fl:=(Yl-Fss)*(Yl-Fss);
END
ELSE BEGIN
XLB:=X1;
FLB:=F1;
X1:=X2;
F1:=F2;
XL:=XRB-XLB;
X2:=XRB-0.382*XL;
FL0W.0P_IN:=X2;
NNF(FLOW);
Y2:=FL0W.0UT;
F2:=(Y2-Fss)*(Y2-Fss);
END;
END;
{ Result ofthe optimization }
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X0PT:=(XRB+XLB)/2;
{ NN Direct model Calculations }
{ DYNAMIC COMPEl^ATION}
XFILT:=0.63 *XOPT-K).37*XFILT;
INP:=(XFILT-50)/50;
DP:=(DelP-40)/20;
{ Input to the Hidden nodes }
XXI :=W1+W2*INP+W3 *DP;
XX2:=W4+W5*INP+W6*DP;
XX3 :=W7+W8*INP+W9*DP;
{ Outputfromthe Hidden nodes }
Tl :=(1-EXP(-XX1))/(1+EXP(-XX1))
T2:=(1-EXP(-XX2))/(1+EXP(-XX2))
T3 :=(1-EXP(-XX3))/(1+EXP(-XX3))
{ Net input to the output layer neuron }
XX4:=W10+W11*T1+W12*T2+W13*T3;
OUTP:=(l-EXP(-XX4))/(l+EXP(-XX4));
MODEL:=OUTP* 130+100; { Output of the NN model }
M0D1:=M0DEL;
{ Manipulated variable action }
OP:=XOPT;
END;

Subroutine NNF(FLOW)
************************************************************************

OPPER:=(OP_IN-50)/50;
DPl:=(DelP-40)/20;
XI :=W1+W2*0PPER+W3*DP1
X2:=W4+W5 *0PPER+W6*DP 1
X3:=W7+W8*0PPER+W9*DP1
Tl :=(1-EXP(-X1))/(1+EXP(-X1))
T2:=(1-EXP(-X2))/(1+EXP(-X2))
T3 :=(1-EXP(-X3))/(1+EXP(-X3)):
X4:=W1(H-T1*W11+T2*W12+T3*W13;
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0:=(1-EXP(-X4))/(1+EXP(-X4))OUT:=O*130+100; { Netflowrate in Ib/min }
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APPENDIX C
NEURAL NETWORK TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
CODE WRITTEN USING CAMILE
{ The block of code that is executed only at the beginning }
if (not initialized) then begin
initialized :=1;
MODE:=#MANUAL;
Net.MODE:=#MANUAL;
Net.Temp:=0;
M0D1:=PV;
B_OLD:=0;
end;
if (mode) then BEGIN
Net.MODE:=#AUTO;
PMM:=PV-M0D1; {Process Model mismatch }
PMMF:=(1-F)*B_0LI>+F*PMM; {Filtered Process Model mismatch }
B_OLD:=PMMF; { Old Bias }
err:= sp - pv; {Error in the process variable }
{Calculation ofthe target value using the GMC control law }
Tss:= pv + (kc*err)-PMMF;
{ Modified Fibonacci algorithm to search for the optimum stem position }
xlb:=0; { Left boundary }
xrb:=100; { Right boundary }
xl:=xrb-xlb;
{ NN(Net) is the subroutine that performs the calculations using the direct NN model of
the process}
Net.Percent_in:=xlb;
NN(Net);
ylb:=Net.Temp;
Net.Percent_in:=xrb;
NN(Net);
yrb:=Net.Temp;
xl:=0.382*xl+xlb;
Net.Percent_in:=xl;
NN(Net);
yl:=Net.Temp;
x2:=xrb-0.382*xl;
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Net.Percent_in:=x2;
NN(Net);
y2:=Net.Temp;
nb:=(ylb-Tss)*(ylb-Tss);
Frb:=(yrb-Tss)'*(yih-Tss);
Fl:=(yl-Tss)*(yl-Tss);
F2:=(y2-Tss)*(y2-Tss);
For i:=l to 14
DO Begin
If(Fl<F2)
THEN Begin
xrb:=x2;
Frb:=F2;
x2:=xl;
F2.=F1;
XL:=xrb-xlb;
xl:=xlb+0.382*xl;
Net.Percent_in:=xl;
NN(Net);
yl:=Net.Temp;
Fl:=(yl-Tss)*(yl-Tss);
k:=k+l;
end
ELSE Begin
xlb:=xl;
Flb:=Fl;
xl:=x2;
F1:=F2;
XL:=xrb-xlb;
x2:=xrb-0.382*xl;
Net.Percent_in:=x2;
NN(Net);
y2:=Net.Temp;
F2:=(y2-Tss)*(y2-Tss);
k:=k+l;
end;
end;
{ Result ofthe optimization}
xopt:=(xlb+xrb)/2;
{ Dynamic Compensation}
xfilt:=0.63 *xopt+0.37*xfilt;
{ NN Direct model calculations }
Op_s:=(xfilt-10)/45 - 1 ;
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Fin_s:= 2*(Flow_in-5)/195-l;
Tin_s:= (Temp_in-10)/5-l;
Pin_s:=(PI7-10)/15-l;
{ Inputs to the hidden nodes }
xxl := WO + Wl*Tin_s + W2*Fin_s + W3*0p_s + W4*Pin_s;
xx2 = W5 + W6*Tin_s + W7*Fin_s + W8*0p_s + W9*Pin_s;
xx3 = WIO + Wl l*Tin_s + W12*Fin_s + W13*0p_s + W14*Pin_s;
xx4 = W15 + W16*Tin_s + W17*Fin_s + W18*0p_s + W19*Pin_s;
{ Outputsfromthe hidden nodes }
yyl = (exp(xxl) - exp(-xxl))/( exp(xxl) + exp(-xxl))
yy2 = (exp(xx2) - ejq)(-xx2))/( &qp(xx2) + ejq)(-xx2))
yy3 = (ejq)(xx3) - e}q>(-xx3))/( oq^xxS) + exp(-xx3))
yy4 = (e)q>(xx4) - exp(-xx4))/( exp(xx4) + exp(-xx4))
{Net input to the output layer neuron }
y:= W20 + W21'*yyl + W22*yy2 + W23*yy3 + W24*yy4 ;
yout:= (exp(y) - exp(-y))/(exp(y) + exp(-y));
opt:= 88.637*(yout+0.8)/1.6 + 10.015; { Network output}
modl:=opt;
op:=xopt;
End;
************************************************************************

Subroutine NN(Net)
************************************************************************

S_s:= (Percent_in-10)/45 - 1;
Fin_s:= 2*(Flow_in-5)/195-l;
Tin_s:= (Temp_in-10)/5-l;
Pin_s:= (Pres-10)/15-1;
xll
xl2
xl3
xl4

= WO + Wl*Tin_s + W2*Fin_s + W3*S_s + W4*Pin_s;
= W5 + W6*Tin_s + W7*Fin_s + W8*S_s + W9*Pin_s;
= WIO + Wl l*Tin_s + W12*Fin_s + W13*S_s + W14*Pin_s;
= W15 + W16*Tin_s + W17*Fin_s + W18*S_s + W19*Pin_s;

yll = (exp(xl 1) - exp(-xl l))/( exp(xl 1) + exp(-xl 1))
yl2 = (exp(xl2) - exp(-xl2))/( exp(xl2) + exp(-xl2))
yl3 = (exp(xl3) - exp(-xl3))/( exp(xl3) + exp(-xl3))
yl4 = (exp(xl4) - exp(-xl4))/( exp(xl4) + exp(-xl4))
yyy:= W20 + W21*yl 1 + W22*yl2 + W23'*yl3 + W24*yl4;
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yout:= (exp(yyy) - exp(-yyy))/(exp(yyy) + exp(-yyy));
Temp:= 88.637*(yout-K).8)/1.6 +10.015; { Outlet Temperature in Deg. C)
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APPENDDC D
FUZZY LOGIC FLOW CONTROLLER CODE
WRTTTEN USING CAMILE
{ The block of code that is executed only in the beginning}
IF (not ESfTTIALIZED) THEN BEGIN
INITIALIZED:=INrnALIZED+l;
MODE:=#M; {Manual}
F_OLD:=FLOW;
OP:=0;
OUTPT:=0;
K:=0;
END;
{ Fuzzy Control Algorithm }
IF(MODE) THEN BEGIN
{ ERR: Error }
{ DER : Derivative ofthe Error }
F_0LD1:=F_0LD;
ERR:=SP FLOW;
DER:=10*(FLOW - F_0LD1);
{Initialization of Membership and output values:}
F0RIX:=1T0 25
DOMEMB[IX]:=0;
F0RJX:=1T0 25
DO OPT[JX]:=0;
{ Stem Position Classification }
SPL:=4.2;
SPM:=1.65;
SPS:=0.28;
SZE:=0;
SNS:=-0.28;
SNM:=-1.65;
SNL:=-4.2;
{ Initialization of Error Domain Membership Values }
ENL:=0;
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ENS:=0
EZE:=0
EPS:=0
EPL:=0;
{ Initialization of Derivative Domain Membership Values }
DNL:=0;
DNS:=0;
DZE:=0
DPS:=0
DPL:=0;
{ Classification of Error in the impropriate domains }
ERRNL:=-30;
ERRNS:=-15;
ERRZE:=0;
ERRPS:=15;
ERRPL:=30;
IF(ERR<=ERRNL) THEN ENL:=1;
IF((ERR<=ERRNS) AND (EJ«l>ERRNL)) THEN BEGIN
ENL:=(ERR-ERRNS)/ERRNS;
ENS :=-(ERR-ERRNL)/ERRNS;
END;
IF((ERR<=ERRZE) AND (ERR>ERRNS)) THEN BEGIN
ENS:=ERR/ERRNS;
EZE:=-(ERR-ERRNS)/ERRNS;
END;
IF((ERR<=ERRPS) AND (ERR>ERRZE)) THEN BEGIN
EZE:=(ERRPS-ERR)/ERRPS;
EPS:=ERR/ERRPS;
END;
IF((ERR<=ERRPL) AND (ERR>ERRPS)) THEN BEGIN
EPS :=(ERRPL-ERR)/ERRPS;
EPL:=(ERR-ERRPS)/ERRPS;
END;
IF(ERR>ERRPL) THEN EPL:=1;
{ Classification of Derivative in the appropriate domains }
DERNL:=-20;
DERNS:=-10;
DERZE:=0;
DERPS:=10;
DERPL:=20;
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IF(DER<=DERNL) THENDNL:=1;
IF((DER<=DERNS) AND (DER>DERNL)) THEN BEGIN
DNL:=(DER-DERNS)/DERNS;
DNS:=-(DER-DERNL)/DERNS;
END;
IF((DER<=DERZE) AND(DER>DERNS)) THEN BEGIN
DNS:=DERT)ERNS;
DZE:=-(DER-DERNS)/DERNS;
END;
IF((DER<=DERPS) AND (DER>DERZE)) THEN BEGIN
DZE:=(DERPS-DER)/DERPS;
DPS:=DER/DERPS;
END;
IF((DER<=DERPL) AND (DER>DERPS)) THEN BEGIN
DPS:=(DERPL-DER)/DERPS;
DPL:=(DER-DERPS)/DERPS;
END;
IF(DER>DERPL) THENDPL:=1;
{ End of Classification of state variables into Fuzzy Domains }
{ Control Rules}
{RULEl}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[1]:=MIN(ENL,DNL);
0PT[1]:=MEMB[1]*SNS;
END;
{RULE 2}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[2]:=MIN(ENL,DNS);
0PT[2]:=MEMB[2]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 3}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[3] :=MIN(ENL,DZE);
OPT[3]:=MEMB[3]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 4}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[4] :=MIN(ENL,DPS);
OPT[4]:=MEMB[4]*SNL;
END;
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{RULE 5}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[5]:=MIN(ENL,DPL);
OPT[5]:=MEMB[5]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 6}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[6]:=MIN(ENS,DNL);
OPT[6]:=MEMB[6I*SZE;
END;
{RULE 7}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[7]:=MIN(ENS,DNS);
OPT[7]:=MEMB[7]*SNS;
END;
{RULE 8}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[8]:=MIN(ENS,DZE);
OPT[8]:=MEMB[8]*SNS;
END;
{RULE 9}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[9]:=MIN(ENS,DPS);
OPT[9]:=MEMB[9]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 10}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[10]:=MIN(ENS,DPL);
OPT[10]:=MEMB[10]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 11}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[11]:=MIN(EZE,DNL);
0PT[11]:=MEMB[11]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 12}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[12I:=MIN(EZE,DNS);
OPT[12]:=MEMB[12]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 13}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[13I:=MIN(EZE,DZE);
OPT[13]:=MEMB[13]*SZE;
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END;
{RULE 14}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[14]:=MIN(EZE,DPS);
OPT[14]:=MEMB[14]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 15}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[15I:=MIN(EZE,DPL);
OPT[15I:=MEMB[15]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 16}
1F(^PS>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 16] :=MIN(EPS,DNL);
OPT[16]:=MEMB[16]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 17}
IF((EPS>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[17]:=MIN(EPS,DNS);
OPT[17]:=MEMB[17]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 18}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[18]:=MIN(EPS,DZE);
OPT[18]:=MEMB[18]*SPS;
END;
{RULE 19}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 19] :=MIN(EPS,DPS);
OPT[19]:=MEMB[19]*SPS;
END;
{RULE 20}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[20] :=MIN(EPS,DPL);
OPT[20]:=MEMB[20]*SZE;
END;
{RULE 21}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[21]:=MIN(EPL,DNL);
OPT[21]:=MEMB[21]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 22}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
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MEMB[22]:=MIN(EPL,DNS);
OPT[22]:=MEMB[22]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 23}
IF((EPL>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[23] :=MIN(EPL,DZE);
OPT[23]:=MEMB[23]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 24}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[24]:=MIN(EPL,DPS);
OPT[24]:=MEMB[24]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 25}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[25]:=MIN(EPL,DPL);
OPT[25]:=MEMB[25]*SPS;
END;
{ Defuzzification by the Centroid Method }
NUM:=0; {Numerator}
DEN:=0; {Denominator)
F0RI:=1T0 25
DO NUM:=NUM+OPT[I];
F0RJ:=1T0 25
DO DEN:=DEN+MEMB[J];
DEL_OP:=NUM/DEN;
{Rules that incorporate the non-linearity ofthe valve}
FACTOR1:=0;
FACTOR2:=0;
IF(OUTPT<=20) THEN 0PSM:=1;
IF((OUTPT<=50) AND (OUTPT>20)) THEN BEGIN
OPSM:=(50-OUTPT)/30;
OPMD:=<OUTPT-20)/30;
END;
IF((OUTPT<=90) AND (OUTPT>50)) THEN BEGIN
OPMD:=(90-OUTPT)/40;
OPLG:=(OUTPT-50)/40;
END;
IF(OUTPT>90) THEN 0PLG:=1;
FACTORl :=(OPSM* 1.8+OPMD* 1+OPLG*0.3)/(OPSM+OPMD+OPLG);
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DEL_0P:=FACT0R1 *DEL_OP;
{ Rules that incorporate the dependence on pressure drop across the valve}
IF(DelP<10) THEN FACTOR2:=2;
IF((DelP>=10) AND (DelP<30)) THEN FACTOR2:=(30-DelP)/20 + 1;
IF((DelP>=30) AND (DelP<50)) THENFACTOR2:=(50-DelP)/28.57+0.3;
IF(DelP>=50) THENFACTOR2:=0.3;
DEL_0P:=DEL_0P*FACT0R2;
OP:=OUTPT+DEL_OP;
OP:=MIN(MAX(OP,0),100);
OUTPUT:=OP;
OUTPT:=OP;
F_OLD:=FLOW;
END;
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APPENDIX E
FUZZY LOGIC TEMPERATURE CONTROLLER
CODE WRTTTEN USING CAMILE
{ The block of code that is executed only in the be^nning}
IF(INTnALIZED<=3) THEN BEGIN
INnTALIZED:=INTTIALIZED+l;
MODE:=#M;
TOLD:=T_OUT; {TOLD is the Temperature at the previous control instant}
T0LD1:=T_0UT;
OP:=0;
OUTPT:=0;
END;
{ Fuzzy Control Algorithm }
IF(MODE) THEN BEGIN
{ ERR: Error }
{ DER: Derivative ofthe Error }
T0LD1:=T0LD;
ERR:=SP - T_OUT;
DER:=10'*(T_OUT - TOLDl);
{Initialization of Membership values and output values to zero}
F0RIX:=1T0 25
DOMEMB[IX]:=0;
F0RJX:=1T0 25
DO OPT[JX]:=0;
{ Stem Position (manipulated variable) Classification }
SPL:=0.8;
SPM:=0.25;
SPS:=0.085;
SZE:=0;
SNS:=-0.085;
SNM:=-0.25;
SNL:=-0.8;
{ Initialization of Error Domain Membership Values }
ENL:=0;
ENS:=0;
EZE:=0;
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EPS:=0;
EPL:=0;
{ Initialization of Derivative Domain Membership Values }
DNL:=0;
DNS:=0;
DZE:=0;
DPS:=0;
DPL:=0;
{ Classification of Error in the appropriate domains }
ERRNL:=-20;
ERRNS:=-12;
ERRZE:=0;
ERRPS:=12;
ERRPL:=20;
IF(ERR<=ERRNL) THEN ENL:=1;
IF((ERR<=ERRNS) AND (ERR>ERRNL)) THEN BEGIN
ENL:=(ERR-ERRNS)/ERRNS;
ENS :=-(ERR-ERRNL)/ERRNS;
END;
IF((ERR<=ERRZE) AND (ERR>ERRNS)) THEN BEGIN
ENS:=ERR/ERRNS;
EZE:=-(ERR-ERRNS)/ERRNS;
END;
IF(OERR<=ERRPS) AND (ERR>ERRZE)) THEN BEGIN
EZE:=(ERRPS-ERR)/ERRPS;
EPS:=ERR/ERRPS;
END;
IF((ERR<=ERRPL) AND (ERR>ERRPS)) THEN BEGIN
EPS:=<ERRPL-ERR)/ERRPS;
EPL:=(ERR-ERRPS)/ERRPS;
END;
IF(ERR>ERRPL) THEN EPL:=1;
{ Classification of Derivative in the appropriate domains }
DERNL:=-2;
DERNS:=-1;
DERZE:=0;
DERPS:=1;
DERPL:=2;
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IF(DER<=DERNL) THEN DNL:=1;
IF((DER<=DERNS) AND (DER>DERNL)) THEN BEGIN
DNL:=(DER-DERNS)/DERNS;
DNS:=-(DER-DERNL)/DERNS;
END;
IF((DER<=DERZE) AND(DER>DERNS)) THEN BEGIN
DNS:=DER/DERNS;
DZE:=-(DER-DERNS)/DERNS;
END;
IF((DER<=DERPS) AND (DER>DERZE)) THEN BEGIN
DZE:=(DERPS-DER)/DERPS;
DPS:=DER/DERPS;
END;
IF((DER<=DERPL) AND (DER>DERPS)) THEN BEGIN
DPS:=(DERPL-DER)/DERPS;
DPL:=(DER-DERPS)/DERPS;
END;
IF(DER>DERPL) THEN DPL:=1;
{ End of Classification of state variables into Fuzzy Domains }
{ Control Rules }
{RULE 1}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[1]:=MIN(ENL,DNL);
0PT[1]:=MEMB[1]*SZE;
END;
{RULE 2}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[2] :=MIN(ENL,DNS);
OPT[2]:=MEMB[2]*SNS;
END;
{RULE 3}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[3]:=MIN(ENL,DZE);
OPT[3]:=MEMB[3]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 4}
IF((ENL>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[4]:=MIN(ENL,DPS);
OPT[4]:=MEMB[4]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 5}
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IF((ENL>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[5]:=MIN(ENL,DPL);
OPT[5]:=MEMB[5]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 6}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[6]:=MIN(ENS,DNL);
OPT[6]:=MEMB[6]*SPS;
END;
{RULE 7}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[7] :=MIN(ENS,DNS);
OPT[7]:=MEMB[7]*SZE;
END;
{RULE 8}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[8]:=MIN(ENS,DZE);
OPT[8]:=MEMB[8]*SNS;
END;
{RULE 9}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[9] :=MIN(ENS,DPS);
OPT[9]:=MEMB[9]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 10}
IF((ENS>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 10] :=MIN(ENS,DPL);
OPT[10]:=MEMB[10]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 11}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[11]:=MIN(EZE,DNL);
0PT[11]:=MEMB[11]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 12}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[12]:=MIN(EZE,DNS);
OPT[12]:=MEMB[12]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 13}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 13] :=MIN(EZE,DZE);
OPT[13]:=MEMB[13]*SZE;
END;
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{RULE 14}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[14]:=MIN(EZE,DPS);
OPT[14]:=MEMB[14]*SNM;
END;
{RULE 15}
IF((EZE>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 15] :=MIN(EZE,DPL);
OPT[15]:=MEMB[15]*SNL;
END;
{RULE 16}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 16] :=MIN(EPS,DNL);
OPT[16]:=MEMB[16]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 17}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[17]:=MIN(EPS,DNS);
OPT[17]:=MEMB[17]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 18}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[ 18] :=MIN(EPS,DZE);
OPT[18]:=MEMB[18]*SPS;
END;
{RULE 19}
IF(^PS>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[19]:=MIN(EPS,DPS);
OPT[19]:=MEMB[19]*SZE;
END;
{RULE 20}
IF((EPS>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[20] :=MIN(EPS,DPL);
OPT[20]:=MEMB[20]*SNS;
END;
{RULE 21}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DNL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[21]:=MIN(EPL,DNL);
OPT[21]:=MEMB[21]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 22}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DNS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[22]:=MIN(EPL,DNS);
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OPT[22]:=MEMB[22]*SPL;
END;
{RULE 23}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DZE>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[23]:=MIN^PL,DZE);
OPT[23]:=MEMB[23]*SPM;
END;
{RULE 24}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DPS>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[24]:=MIN(EPL,DPS);
OPT[24]:=MEMB[24]*SPS;
END;
{RULE 25}
IF(^PL>0) AND (DPL>0)) THEN BEGIN
MEMB[25] :=MIN(EPL,DPL);
OPT[25]:=MEMB[25]*SZE;
END;
{ Defuzzification by the Centroid Method }
NUM:=0; {Numerator}
DEN:=0; {Denominator}
F0RI:=1T0 25
DO NUM:=NUM+OPT[I];
F0RJ:=1T0 25
DO DEN:=DEN+MEMB[J];
DEL_OP:=NUM/DEN;
{ Rules to incorporate the non-linearity ofthe control valve}
FACTORl :=0;
FACTOR2:=0;
FACTOR3:=0;
IF(OUTPT<=20) THEN 0PSM:=1;
IF((OUTPT<=50) A>ro (OUTPT>20)) THEN BEGIN
OPSM:=(50-OUTPT)/30;
OPMD:=(OUTPT-20)/30;
END;
IF((OUTPT<=90) AND (OUTPT>50)) THEN BEGIN
OPMD:=(90-OUTPT)/40;
OPLG:=(OUTPT-50)/40;
END;
IF(OUTPT>90) THEN 0PLG:=1;
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FACTORl :=(OPSM* 1.88-K)PMD* 1.03+OPLG*0.3)/(OPSM+OPMD+OPLG);
DEL_0P:=FACT0R1 *DEL_OP;
{ Rules to incorporate the dependence on pressure drop across the valve }
IF(DelP<10) THENFACTOR2:=1.5;
IF((DelP>=10) AND (DelP<25)) THEN FACTOR2:=(25-DelP)/30 + 1.0;
IF((DelP>=25) AND (DelP<40)) THEN FACTOR2:=(40-DelP)/6(>+0.75;
IF(DeIP>=40) THEN FACTOR2:=0.75;
DEL_OP:=DEL_OP*FACTOR2;
{ Rules to incorporate the dependence on cold water flow rate through the heat
exchanger}
IF(FLOW<20) THEN FACT0R3 :=0.5;
IF((FLOW>=20) AND (FLOW<40)) THENFACTOR3:=(FLOW-40)/40 + 1.0;
IF((FLOW>=40) AND (FLOW<80)) THENFACTOR3:=(FLOW-80)/80+1.5;
IF((FLOW>=80) AND (FLOW<120)) THENFACTOR3:=(FLOW-120)/80+2.0;
IF(FLOW>=120) THENFACTOR3:=2.0;
DEL_0P:=DEL_0P*FACT0R3;
{ Calculation ofthe net output }
0P:=0UTPT+DEL_0P;
OP:=MIN(MAX(OP,0), 100);
OUTPUT:=OP;
OUTPT:=OP;
TOLD:=T_OUT;
END:
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